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A ParametricTest Systemfor Accurate
Measurement
lCs
of Wafer-Stage
Speciallest rnsfructionsoftwareand a hardwaresyslem
pinsof thetest
fullycharacterized
up to themeasurement
headmakethissysfemeasyto useforaccurateparametric
evaluations.
by Yoh Narimatsuand Keiki Kanafuji

T

HE CONSTANTLY GROWING FIELD of semiconductor technology has created an increased demand
for more capable measurement systems to characterize the electrical oerformance of semiconductors more
accurately and conveniently.l To keep pace with the industry's needs, the HP 4062A Semiconductor Parametric Test
System (Fig. 1) was developed to provide greater measurement flexibility and to eliminate inconsistencies associated
with the measurement of semiconductor wafers, chips, and
packaged devices.
The 4062A's design is based on HP's state-of-the-art
technologies in low-current and capacitance measurements. Overall system measurement performance (test instruments, cables, and the switching matrix) is completely
specified, electrically and mechanically, to obtain dependable measurement results. The 40624's dc and ac measurement characteristics are fully specified up to the measure-

ment pins of the switching matrix. Since the switching
matrix (actingas the test head of the wafer prober)is placed
close to the device under test, residual parasiticsare very
small and are readily predictable.
The software for the 4062A's controller. the HP 9000
Model 236 Computer (formerly designatedthe HP 9836),
is written in HP's powerful BASIC language.This language
system,in conjunction with the newly developedtest instruction set (TIS), provides the user with a maximum degreeof flexibility for writing measurementprocedures.TIS
is a setof subprogramsthat provides control of the measurement, the switching matrix, and the wafer prober.EachTIS
subprogramcan be used as if it were a BASIC statement.
Another special feature is the virtual front panel (VFP).
This feature allows measurementresults to be displayed
on the Model 236 Computer's screen in the VFP monitor
mode, and the VFP control mode allows system settings

Fig. 1. The HP 40624 Semiconductor Parametric Test System
makes it easier to measure dc
and ac parameters of semiconductor devices more accurately,
both in the wafer state and after
packaging.
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to be modified manually via the keyboard of the controller.
This is a great help for program debuggingand for one-time
measurements,becauseprogrammingis not required.
Becauseparametric test systems are used in environments where new device technologies,new circuit implementations,and new processapproachesare tried from
day to day and from user to user, HP has chosena fundamental softwarepolicy of not offering specific application
software packagesto satisfy the needs of only a few customers, but to offer helpful programming tools so that any
customer can simply and easily construct test programs.
Featuresof the 40624 include:
r A wide range of dc voltages and currents can be either
sourcedor monitored at any of the 48 measurementpins.
Currentsof lessthan * 1 pA up to t 100 mA and voltages
of -r1 mV up to -r100V can be sourcedor monitored on
an automatic wafer prober.
r Accurate capacitanceand conductance measurementsat
1 MHz between any two of the 48 measurement pins.
Parasiticeffectscausedby cables,switches,etc. (except
for the residual capacitancebetween the two selected
measurementpins) are fully compensatedto obtain a
basic accuracyof l0.S% at the 1-MHz test frequency.
r A fully guarded personality board to ensure low-leakage
interfacing between the test head and the user's probe
card
I A variety of switching matrix test fixtures for measuring
packaged devices and discrete devices, and for other
special applications
A test instruction set to provide easy control of the
measuringinstruments and wafer prober, and to enable
measurement programs to be written easily when used
along with the controller's friendly, yet powerful BASIC
language system
A virtual front panel to provide the user with a convenient, flexible man-to-machine interface
Utility subprograms to measure some of the more frequently required parameterssuch as threshold voltage
for MOS transistors,breakdown voltage,and hps
Data manipulation utility subprogramsto generatewafer

Fig.2. Block diagram of the 4062A
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maps, histograms,and trend charts
I Complete system diagnostics, including isolation of
faulty relays and system components,and verification
of system performance.
Hardware Architecture
The block diagram of the 40624 is shown in Fig. 2. The
HP 4141A DC Source/\4onitor(dc measurementsubsystem)
and the HP 42804 L-MHz C Meter/C-VPlotter (capacitance
measurement subsystem) are the key instruments, taking
care of dc currenVvoltage measurements and ac capacitance/conductancemeasurements,respectively.Thesetwo
instruments are equal to a total of nine instrumentation
ports. To multiplex these instrumentation ports into the
48 measurementpins, the HP 4085A Switching Matrix
(switching matrix subsystem)is provided. The relays in
the 40854 are controlled by the system controller via the
4084A Switching Matrix Controller. The 40844 converts
the HP-IB (IEEE4BB)relay control codesfrom the system
controller into machine-oriented serial signals. The dc
power necessaryto actuatethe relays in the 4085A is also
supplied by the 40844. All systemcomponents,including
the wafer prober, are controlled by the 4062A's system
controller via the HP-IB.
A great deal of engineering effort was concentrated on
the design of the 4085A Switching Matrix. To provide the
best available performance for both low-current and capacitancemeasurements,the 4085A's designavoids using com-

Fig. 3. Connection of the 4141A DC SourcelMonitorfor
measuring the voltage across a DUT driven by a constant
current.

Some Examples of +062A Applications
Measurementdata obtainedwith the 40624 can be arranged
into many forms.Shownin Fig. 1 throughFig.4 are the results
of severalbasic semiconductormeasurements.
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Fig. 1. Ihe current-versus-voltagecharccteristics of a pn
junction diode fabricated on a silicon wafer can be directly
measured on the wafer by using the 40624 and a wafer
prober. Absolute values of current are used to permit
logarithmic scaling of the measurement results. With the pn
junction reverse-biased,leakage current increasesby several
nanoamperes (upper curve) when the microscope lamp provided with the wafer prober'smicroscopeis turnedon. Current
in the range of picoamperes (lower curve) was measured
with the mi croscope Iamp off, but with the room Ii g hts stiII on.
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Fig.2. By measuring various test patterns,varioussemiconductor process parameters can be monitored and analyzed.
The above /lsf shows one example of process parameter
monitoring.

mon signal paths for both dc and ac (capacitance/conductance) measurements,although configuration flexibility is
somewhatdegraded.In the 40854, each signal path serves
only one function and is assignedto only one of the instrumentation ports so that its electrical characteristics can
be clearly characterizedand defined. This is essentialto
guaranteethe total performance of the system.The guarding
technique and the routing of signal pathsto allow measurement of currents as small as 1 pA at any desired pin required
a lot of new ideas and skills.
Designing new signal cables between the instruments
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fhese p/ots ot MOS transistor gate voltage versus
F19.4. The
drain current were obtained while varying the backgate bias
voltages applied to lhe test device. The test deylce was an
n-channel MOSFET on a silicon wafer. Currents of several
picoamperes can be clearly resolved.

and the switching matrix (testhead)was anotherimportant
job. Ordinary twisted-pair cables introduce a significant
amount of current noise caused by frictional electricity
generated between the inner insulator and the guard conductor when the cable is flexed. To eliminate this effect
and to reducethe capacitancebetweenthe signalconductor
and the guard conductor, which also introduces noise, a
special cable was developed in cooperationwith a cable
manufacturer. The cable between the capacitancemeter
and the test head is also special,becausecablecharacteristics such as inductance, capacitance,and resistanceper
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unit length play a large part in determining the accuracy
of capacitance measurements. Consequently, these parameters must be well controlled. Such design requirements
resulted in relatively heavier-gauge and more expensive
signal cables. Because 48 of these cables would have been
impractical to use for connection between the switching
matrix and the usual tiny probe card, the test head approach
where the switching matrix is moved close to the DUT was
a much better choice. Some of the many advantages of this
test head approach are:
r Different types of cables for dc measurements and for
capacitance measurements can be properly used as described above.
r The section of cabling where the dc signals and ac signals
(capacitance measurement signals) must share the same
signal path (which cannot be practically designed to
satisfy all requirements) can be kept to a minimum.
r The switching circuits, including the relays and the
motherboard in the test head, which are subiect to the
effects of external vibration and electromagnetic interference when making measurements at extremely small signal levels, can be placed apart from the system instruments and computer-likely
sources of such external
noise.
r The test head acts as an electrostatic shield and as a
fairly good light barrier between room lights and the
device under test when it is mounted on a wafer prober.
Measurement results on the order of t pA for pn junction
reverse-leakage current (see example in the box on page
5) were obtained for a wafer-stage junction diode measured on an automatic wafer prober. The data was taken
in an environment where fluorescent lamps provide ilIumination. The current increases several nanoamperes
if the wafer prober's microscope illuminator lamp is
turned on.
The test head is designed so that it can be easily mounted
onto most wafer probers.

DC Measurement
Subsystem
The HP 41,41hDC SourceiMonitor.
referredto asthe dc

measurement subsystem (DCS), takes care of the 4062A's
dc measurements and requirements. The 4141A is a modified version of HP's 41,45A Semiconductor Parameter
Analyzer.z The 4145A's CRT, keyboard, and flexible disc
drive were removed, keeping four SMUs (stimulus/measurement units), two voltage monitors, and two voltage
sources. Using this as a base, the following features were
added to the 41414:
r Kelvin (four-terminal) connection capability for the
SMUs. This allows the unwanted voltage drops caused
by current flowing through the measurement cables to
be eliminated.
I Ground unit IGNDU) with Kelvin connection capability.
A true ground (common) potential can be defined at the
DUT (not at the instrument), and the GNDU's 500-mA
source/sink capability ensures a ground potential of 0V
even if the four SMUs source or sink dc currents of 100
mA each (total of 400 mA) through the test device.
r Firmware suitable for system operation. The internal
firmware controlling the 4141A is designed so that the
best performance can be obtained when the 4141A is
controlled by an external system controller via the HP-IB.
Since the outermost conductor of the triaxial output connector of each SMU is at guard potential and may possibly
exceed -+42Y , a special cable assembly with a connection
box at each end is provided. This cable assembly not only
prevents a user from touching hazardous voltages, but also
provides a convenient method of connection to the 40854
Switching Matrix and eliminates the possibility of improper cable connection.
Quadraxial cables (twisted-pair center conductors surrounded by two shield conductors) must be used to obtain
the best performance from the SMUs. The insulation of the
two center conductors is coated with a special conducting
material to ensure noise-free measurements. The t.atocenter
conductors are surrounded by the guard, which is essential
to achieve low-leakage, high-speed measurements. The outermost conductor of each quadraxial cable is kept at the
ground potential (chassis potential) of the system so that
measurement results will be immune to any externally gen-
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Fig. 4. Simplified block diagram
of the switching matrix subsystem
consrstlngof the 4085ASwitching
Matrix (photo) and the 4084A
Switchino Matrix Controller
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Fig,5. Relayconnectionsfor the HP 16320APrn Board

Fig. 4 shows a simplified block diagram of the 4084A
Switching Matrix Controller and the 4085A Switching Matrix, referred to as the switching matrix subsystem (SWM).
The 40844 provides the power for the relays and relay
control circuitry of the 4085A. The output noise of the
switching regulators in the 40844 is kept to a minimum
so that low-level dc and ac measurements are not affected.
Relay control statements sent from the 4062A's system
controller are applied to the 4084A via the HP-IB. In the
40844, each statement is interpreted into a logic signal to
control a specified relay in the 40854. The signal is then
serially fed to the 40854, where it is routed to the pin
board (HP 16320A) containingthe specified relay. The relay
control signal contains pin board address information, and
a custom gate array IC on each pin board compares the
information with its own board address fwhich comesponds to the measurement pin number). Each pin board's
address is determined by the physical location of the pin
boards in the srvitching matrix, because address data for
each pin board position is provided at each slot on the
motherboard. Since all pin boards are identical, the pin
board configuration can be rearranged whenever necessary.
Optoisolators between the 4084A and +0854 ensure that
no logic noise from the 40844 interferes with the 40BbA.
One of the key parts of the 4085A is the motherboard,
because a majority of the analog bus lines pass through it.
Although the motherboard is of ordinary glass-epoxy construction, various investigations were made and experiments were performed to determine the best possible construction for the motherboard to keep its insulation resistance at the highest possible value. An insulation resistance
of more than 1010 ohms-even at an ambient operating
temperature of 40'C and a relative humidity of ZO%-has
been achieved by employing guarding and using a special
coating. Thus, currents for which the allowable leakage is

Fig. 6. Befweenthe capacitance
measurement subsystem (HP
42804 C MeterlC-VPlottet) of the
4062A and the DUT, a number of
parasitic components exist. The
lesl software of the 4062A can be
used to correct for the presence
of these values.
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less than 10 nA when the applied voltageis i100V can be
routed through the motherboard (ports 2, 3, and 4).
The allowable leakagespecification for port 1, on the
other hand, is 2 pA at 100V. This requires an insulation
resistanceof more than 5 x 1013ohms.Becausethe ordinary
glass-epoxymaterial cannot be used to achievethis order
of insulation resistance,a special bus line insulated with
Teflon'* was designed.A spring-loadedpin is used to provide electrical contact between the bus line and each pin
board. The spring-loaded measurementpins of the pin
boards are also insulated with Teflon.
Pin Boards
Fig. 5 shows the relay connections on the HP 16320A
Pin Boards.Not only the senseand the force signal lines,
but also the guard lines are switched by 3A-type relays to
realize a guardedKelvin (four-terminal)connection up to
the measurementpins. An insulation resistanceon the
order of 1013ohms is provided. To obtain such a high
insulation resistance,selectedreed relays are used and a
special coating is applied to them by the relay manufacturer.
For port 1, where allowable leakagecurrent is less than
t pA, additional transfer relays are incorporated.That is,
when port f. is off, relay K12 guardsthe signal line. When
port 1 is on (K12, K10 and K11 are closed),relays K21 and
KB1 provide the guard potential around the signal line.
Thus, the signal line concernedalways hasthe proper guard
potential, which essentially ensures an extremely small
leakagecurrent,independentof the applied signalvoltage.
To ensure maximum relay life, "dry" switching of the
reed relays is used in the 40854. A more detailed discussion of this technique is given in the article on page9. Experimental results indicate that the life of reed relays is
100 to 1000 times longer if the dry switching method is
used instead of the ordinary "wet" switching method.
Capacitance Measurement Subsystem
The HP 428OAC Meter/C-V Plotter (see article on page
12) acts as the capacitancemeasurementsubsystem{CMS)
of the 4062A'.
Becauselong measurementcablesand the switching matrix are inserted between the 4280A and the test sample,
various parasitic impedancesand admittanceswill be introduced when a capacitanceor conductancemeasurement
is made.Theseparasiticcomponentscannotbeneglectedespecially at 1 MHz-and consequently affect measurement results. Among the parasitics are series inductance
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and resistanceand parallel capacitanceand conductance
of the connectioncablesbetweenthe 4280A and the 40854,
and of the motherboardand the pin boards of the 4085A
(Fig.6). The 4280A automaticallymeasuresand storesthese
values when the STARTprogram of the 4062A is executed,
and the TIS subprograms automatically compensate for
their effectswhen a test device is measured.
Note that the stray capacitanceand conductance between
measurement pins is not eliminated when the STARTprogram is executed,becausethe 4062A's system controller
does not know which measurementpins will be used for
and alsobecausethe test device
capacitancemeasurements,
must be manually removed from the socket when a test
fixture is used. Therefore.a user must first measurethe
stray capacitance and conductance between the specified
measurementpins without a test sample connected,then
measurethe capacitanceand conductance of the test sample plus the parasitics, and finally subtract the values of
the parasitic components from the total measured value.
This is the way individual capacitance measurementsare
commonly performed. When an automatic wafer prober is
used for capacitance measurements, the aforementioned
procedurecan be performed automaticallyby using a simple program and the help of the TIS.
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PowerfulTest SystemSoftwareProvides
ExtensiveParametricMeasurement
Capability
An easy-to-use
sef of fesf lnsfructions,"dry" switchingof
leslrelays, anda utilityforspecifyingwaferprobingpatterns
providepowertd supportfor usersof HP'ssemiconductor
fesl system.
by Takuo Banno
ARAMETRICTESTINGhas becomewidely adopted
as a method for monitoring semiconductorprocessing, and many test method approacheshave been
considered. Therefore, the programming language for a
parametrictestsystemmust be ableto incorporatea diversity
of methodsand be able to accommodatenew techniques.
To meet these requirements,the BASIC languageused
by the HP 9000 Model 236 Computer (formerly designated
the HP 9836)was chosenas the test programminglanguage
for the HP 4062A SemiconductorParametricTest System.
This version of BASIC is not only powerful, but also very
easy to use. Its on-line editing and debuggingcapability
makes it easier for users to create,modify, and try their
own test programs.
Test lnstruction Set
The 4062A's test instruction set (TIS) is an extension of
BASIC,and addsthe capabilitiesnecessaryto perform measurements and to control the 4062A's hardware subsystems. TIS statementsare provided in the form of compiled
subprogramsand can be called from a simple BASIC languageprogram.Using thesecompiled subprogramsresults
in optimum test program execution speeds.
If a usermakesa mistakein a test program(e.g.,an invalid
pass parametervalue is specified),the 4062A's language

system (BASIC plus TIS) will report an error message along
with the calling line number as shown in the example
below. On the other hand, a user subprogram written using
only BASIC will report only the line number of the erroneous part of the subprogram.

110 Force_v(FNSmu(2),
120) !

Voltagevaluemustbe lessthan
+100v

ERROR392 rN 110

110 : Linenumber
392 = Errornumber

!
!

The 40854 Switching Matrix for the 4062A contains
many relays.To ensuremaximum relay life, a "dry" switching technique has been incorporated into the TIS subprograms.This means that the output ol a 4O62Asource (an
SMU of the 41414 or the dc bias of the 4280,\) is set to
0V with a current limit of 10 rr.Abefore the switch is actuated (opened or closed).TIS ensuresthat dry switching
will occur, and therefore, frees the user from having to
worry about writing this into a program.If a current source
is already set to output less than 1.Op,A, or if a voltage

Fig. 1. MOS trcnsistorarray for
test program example in text.
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source's current compliance setting is already less than
1,op.A, the output of the source remains unchanged during
switching. Instead of turning off all sources,only the source
to which the specified relay is connected and whose output
may possibly exceed 10 trr.Ais set to 0V with a current limit
(compliance) of ro pA. Experiments have shown that 10
g,A is not enough current to cause damage to the relay
contacts. Dry switching in this way minimizes the number
of source turn-on/turn-off cycles and provides protection
for the relays.
The example test circuit shown in Fig. 1 is an array of
MOS transistorsin which all six transistors sharea common
gate and a common source. The ground unit (GNDU)is
connected to the common source terminal, SMU1is connected to the common gate terminal, SMU2is connected to
the substrate, and the drain current of each transistor is
measured by SMU3.A partial listing of the test program to
make these measurementsis:
21O
220
230
24O
250
260
270
28O
290
300
310

Connect(FNGnd,Source)
Connect(FNSmu(2),Substrate)
Connect(FNsmu(1),Gate)
-2)
Force-v(Substrate,
Force-v(Gate,2)
FORl:1 TO 6
Connect(FNSmu(3),Drain(l))
Force-v(Drain(l),5,0,0.1)
Measurej(Drain(l),ldrain(l))
Connect(FNSmu(3))
NEXTI

At line 270, sMU3is automatically turned off before the
specified relay is activated. All the other SMUs stay unchangedduring the execution of the FOR...NEXT
loop flines
260 through 300). Although not shown in the program listing, dry switching is provided by TIS, relieving the user
of such a cumbersomejob.
The measurementof test chips on a semiconductor wafer
is one of the major applicationsfor the 4062A. To measure
the many test chips on a wafer, an automatic wafer prober
is required. TIS contains prober control statements that
allow the prober's chuck to position a wafer by using X-Y

(b)

(a)

Fig.2. ln this wafer probe pattern example, a user wants to
probe five se/ected chips (a), and each chip contains six
modules (subchips) to be probed (b). The PPGutility allows
the probing sequence, chip and module addresses, efc. lo
be determined by the user.
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Fig.3. Displayon theCRTof the4062A'scontrollerforprob'
ing exampleshownin Fig.2.
coordinate addresses, These TIS statements are similar to
those for X-Y plotters:
500 Porig
510 Pscale(1000,2000)
520 Pmove(2,5)

! Specifiesthe positionot origin.
! Setsthescaleforthe X axis(1000rrm)
andforthe Y axis(2000pm).
! Movesthe probeto address(2,5).This
is2 mmtotheleftand5 mmabovethe
positionof origin.

A parameter-oriented utility library named PARAis also
contained in the system software. This library contains a
set of subprogramsthat make it easy to obtain some of the
more commonly required dc parameters such as Vn, hps,
and others. All PARAsubprograms are written in BASIC
with TIS, and are easy to understand and modify. PARAis
like a "sample" program and can be easily adjusted to suit
the requirements of a user.
Vlrtual Front Panel
The virtual front panel (VFP) is a friendly and interactive
front-panel emulator that allows the user to control the
4062A's subsystems and to make measurements without
any programming effort. VFP not only makes it possible to
control the system as if it were a stand-alone instrument,
but also allows a user to monitor the status of the hardware
subsystemswhile the test program is running. At any time
during test program execution, the measurement program
can be paused, and the 4062A can be manually controlled
by VFP in addition to its monitor capability. In this way,
VFP is extremely convenient for test program debugging.
VFP is implemented by a BASIC subprogram. A time
interval interrupt is required for VFP to be executedconcurrently with a test program, and this interrupt is generated
by the 16321AVFP Timer installed in the rear of the Model
236 controller.
Probing Pattern Generator
The probing pattern generator(PPG)is an interactive utility program used to set up the probing pattern on a wafer
and to create a probing pattern data file. An example of a
probing pattern in shown in Fig. 2. A user can assign an
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Fig. 4. (a) 4062Adatastructure(b) 4062Afilestructure.
addressto a chip either by using the chip's X-Y coordinates
or by first assigninga number to each chip and then referring to a chip by its number. The display on the CRT of
the 4062A's controller for the example in Fig. 2 is shown
in Fig. 3.
A prober control library (PCL)is also availableas a utility
library to provide control for a wafer proberby using probing pattern data files.
Data File
The structure of a 4062A data file is shown in Fig. 4.
This file is an I x k matrix array whose rows correspondto
variablesand whose columns correspondto observations.
Variablesare assumedto be parameterssuch as breakdown
voltageand gatecapacitance.Observationsare assumedto
be chip number, wafer number, etc. The sizes I and k are

Fig. 5. Wafermap producedby the HP 4062AParameter
Iesl System.
variable. Title, number of variables, number of observations, and variable names are stored in the first record of
the data file. The second record and succeedingrecords
contain numeric data. This structure allows any amount
of data to be stored into mass storageefficiently.
This data file structureis compatiblewith that of the Hp
988204 Statistical Library. The 988204 Library provides
general statistics,statistical graphics,regressionanalysis,
and much more, and can be used for further reduction of
a user's collected measurementdata.
A wafer map, as shown in Fig. b, can be generatedby
using the WAFER
MAPprogram portion of the 4062A's software. With this program, water maps basedon data contained in the measurementdatafile and the probing pattern
data file can be easily produced.
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A High-Speed1-MHzCapacitancel
Meterfor Measuring
Gonductance
Semiconductor Parameters
equippedwitha builtinstrumentis
fhis fasf,high-resolution
in timer,a sweepabledc biassource,anda pulsegenerator
for high-speedC-t and C-Vmeasurements.
By TomoyukiAkiyamaand Kenzolshiguro
RECISEMEASUREMENT of the physical parameters
of semiconductordevicesin a reasonablyshort time
and with a simple measurementsetup is important
both in the semiconductor research and development field
and in the process control area of semiconductor production. This capability is essential to develop new devices,
develop and improve semiconductor process technology,
and monitor and control the semiconductor fabrication process properly.
By measuring the capacitance and conductance characteristics of a semiconductor device-such as a pn junction
can obtain many of the basic
or an MOS structure-we
parameters used to explain semiconductor behavior'
Capacitance-versus-voltage (C-V) and capacitance-versustime (C-t) measurements are two of the more common
methods of measuring semiconductor parameters.
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The HP 42BOA1-MHz C Meter/C-V Plotter (Fig. 1) was
developed to satisfy the requirements of semiconductor
device/material characterization.Besides being a tradimeter, the
tional high-frequencycapacitance/conductance
42BoA can also perform C-V and C-t measurementsusing
its internal dc bias sourceand timer, and its analogoutput
capability allows results to be plotted on an X-Y recorder.
The C-t measurementcapability combined with the other
functions in one box contributesto improved measurement
accuracy,speed,and sweep range,easeof operation, and
performance/costratio. All bias parametersrequired for a
C-V measurementand all time and bias parametersrequired
for a C-t measurementcan be remotely controlled via the
HP-IB (IEEE4BB).
One differencebetweenthe 42804 and other HP capacitance and impedancemetersis that the 42BOAis designed

:'I t
.)*i-'-]'
. ) :-) .,1
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Fig. 1. Ihe HP 4280A 1-MHz C
MeterlC-VPlotteris the first standalone instrument capable of both
C-V and C-t measurements.If
equipped with the optional c-HlcH
RESOLNfunction, the 4280A can
measure caoacitance in 50 ms
with 51/z-dioit resolution.
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to satisfy the requirementsof a system component while
maintaining the featuresof a stand-aloneinstrument. The
systemcomponentconceptis basedon the assumptionthat
one instrument able to make simple measurementsand
provide raw data on the device under test will not be able
to analyze the results, becauseanalysis of semiconductor
devices usually requires both ac and dc parameters,and
the conversion of C-V, C-t, and dc parametersto actual
semiconductorparametersrequiresextensivecalculations.
In addition, the acquisition of the raw dataitself sometimes
requires a complicated system setup. The C measurement
and C-V plot functions of the 428OAare mainly those of a
stand-alone instrument. whereas the C-t measurement
function is mainly for systemsapplications.All functional
modesaredesignedfor interfacingwith a systemcontroller,
with other supporting instruments, and with the device
under test (DUT).
Stand-Alone Features
Some of the stand-alonefeaturesof the 42804 are:
r High accuracy.The 42804 uses a simple two-terminalpair measurementport and can measureboth capacitance and conductance with a basic accuracy of 0.1%
over three ranges-lO pF, 100 pF, and t nF.
r High resolution and high speed. The 4280A has a
maximum llz-digit display resolution with the C.HtcH
RESOLNoption. The implementation of the automatic
C-offset function makes slz-digit resolution possible
without a reduction of measurement speed. The
minimum time required for measurementsin this mode

is only 50 ms.
r Cable compensation and parasitic compensation. The
error-causingstray capacitanceand conductanceof the
test fixture and the admittanceof connection cablescan
be cancelled using an internal correction algorithm.
Maximum cable length is five meters.
r Floating and grounded connection modes. The 4280A
can measureboth grounded and floating devices,with
a choice of fourteen connection modes.
I C-V measurement.The 4280A has an internal dc bias
source that can be programmed from its front panel or
via the HP-IB to function as a pulse generator,sweepable
(staircase)bias source, or constant dc bias source.
Maximum output is -t100V with three-digit resolution
over three ranges.The bestresolution is 1 mV on the 1V
range. Measurements with two independent dc bias
sources(the internal dc bias sourceand one external dc
bias source,or two external dc bias sources)connected
to the LOW and HlGx UNKNOWN
terminals can be performed.
r C-t measurement.Measurementintervals from 10 ms to
32 s can be set. If an external pulse generatoris used,
measurementintervals as short as 10 ps can be set.Realtime burst measurements can be used for devices that
have slow response.For devicesthat have fast transient
capacitancecharacteristics,a special sampling technique
can be used.
r X-Y recorder outputs. Two Y-axis outputs, one corresponding to the C display and one correspondingto the

Digital Section

Addressand DataEuses

HM
Logic/Memory Unit

Analog Control

AnalogSection
Fig. 2. The block diagram of the 4280A conslsts of a grounded digital section and a ftoating
analog measurementsection.Communicationbetween the tvvosectionsis through optoisolators
to ensure proper ground isolation.
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DUT
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pair configuration
for
Fig, 3. fhe 42804usesa tuvo-terminal
to the DUT.
connections
G display, and one X-axis output correspondingto swept
voltage, time, or number of triggers are provided. Fullscale output voltage is t10V.
I Self-test.An automatic built-in functional test verifies
proper operation of the 4280A's analog and digital circuits.
r Operation error codes. About sixty error codes related
to operator errors can be displayed.
System Features
Featuresof the 4280A for systemsapplicationsinclude:
r ASCII or binary output data formats
r Standard or block data transfer modes. The data buffer
is large enough to hold the results of 680 C-V and C-t
measurements.
r An isolation mode to shut off the test signal sourceand
isolate the internal measurement circuits electrically
from the UNKNOWN
terminals.
Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the 42804. The digital
section has five functional blocks: logic/memory unit,
analogcontrol, key/display control, HP-IB control, and X-Y
recorder/analog output. In the analog section, there are six
functional blocks: connection mode switching circuit, signal source/dcbias supply, current-to-voltage(I-to-V) converter, C offset circuit, modulator/processamplifier, and
analog-to-digitalconverter (ADC).
The functions of the analog section are to (1) transduce
the admittanceof the DUT into a vector voltagereferenced
to the test signal (this is accomplishedby the signal source,
I-to-V converter, modulation amplifier, and C-offset circuit), (2) determine the ratios between the vector voltages
(processamplifier and ADC), (31 supply the required dc
bias voltageto the DUT, and (+) set the proper connection
configuration of the dc bias supply, signal source,and l-toV converter(connectionmode switching circuit and internal dc bias source).
The signal sourceoutputs a 4-MHz clock to the 4280A's
microprocessorand the microprocessorreturns a 1-MHz
square-wavesignal to the signal source.The signal source

reclocks this 1-MHz signal with the 4-MHz signal and
passesthis signal to the 1-MHz low-passfilter to generate
the test signal. Most of the circuits in the analog section
are floating to ensure accurate measurements.
The serial-to-parallelconverter circuits processcontrol
signals and serial data sent from the digital section to the
analog section. These signals are sent via optoisolatorsto
keep noise from the digital sectionout of the analogsection
and to maintain proper ground isolation.
The A-to-D controller provides the signals necessaryto
control the dual-slope ADC in the analog section. It also
detects the zero crossing signal output from the ADC integrator at the completion of each integrationcycle. Because
the ADC requires very fast control, the control Iines from
the A-to-D controller are tied directly to the ADC; optoisolatorsare not used.
The display controller controlstwo groupsof largesevensegment displays, which display C and G measurement
results, and one group of small seven-segmentdisplays,
which displays voltage and time parameters and error
codes.The display controller also controls all other frontpanel indicators.
The key controller controls all the keys and switches on
the front panel. The HP-IB block controls all HP-IB functions.
The X-Y recorder/analogoutputs provide dc voltagesproportional to the displayed values, and they can be connected directly to an X-Y recorder to make hard copies.
The capacitance and/or conductance output and voltage/
time output are internally synchronized to maintain the
relationship between the C and/or G data and the dc bias
or time setting.
The logic/memoryunit contains a 6802 microprocessor,
4BK bytes of programROM, and 2K bytes of RAM. In addi
tion, there is a 2K-bytedatabuffer for block mode measurements.In block mode (only for C-t and C-V measurementsJ,
the 42804 executesonly a measurementand a data storage
operation,and skips display refresh,correctioncalculation,
deviation calculation, and HP-IB data output. For C-t burst
measurements in block mode, the 42BOAexecutes a measurement and stores the results in the data buffer within
10 ms. As a result, the 42804 can be used for very fast
real-time C-t measurements.
The analog control block has four circuits-timing controller, current-to-voltagecontroller, serial-to-parallelconverter, and analog-to-digitalcontroller. The timing controller generatesthe signalsnecessaryto control the measurement sequence.This circuit has seven16-bit programmable

Junction ot V. and A
(a)
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(b)

Fig. 4. The actual tvvo-terminal
pair configuration of the 42804 is
as shown in (a), but the cunent l',
flowing as shown in (b) is very
small.Sincenegligiblecurrentflows
through the junction of V" and the
ammeter,configuration(a) is equivalent to Fig. 3.

Signal Source

l-to-v convsrter
Fig. 5. Ihe measurement transducer conslsts of a signal source and an l-to-V converter.

timers to control measurements.The time basegenerator,
one of the timers, generatesa 0.S-msclock for C-t measurements and a 10-ms clock for C-V measurements,basedon
the 1-MHz system clock. This means that the 4280A has
the sametime interval accuracyas the systemclock. These
three clock sources (1 ps, 0.5 ms, and 10 ms) provide a
wide range of time intervals. For C-t measurements,time
intervals from 10 y,sto 32 s can be selected.For C-V measurements,the range is from 3 ms to 650 s.
The I-to-V controller receives timing signals from the
timing controller and produces the actual control signals
for the I-to-V converterin the analogsection.For sampling

mode measurementsused for fast C-t measurements,precise timing signals are required by the I-to-V converter.
These circuits generatesignals with 1-ps resolution.
Measurement Techniques
The 42804 uses a two-terminal-pair configuration (Fig.
3) becauseit is less sensitiveto measurementcableparameters.The advantageof the two-terminal-pairconfiguration
over a four-terminal-pair configuration is its ability to handle the narrow pulses (lessthan 10-ps duration) required
for high-speedC-t measurements.This is possiblebecause
the two-terminal-pair configuration uses 50O coaxial ca-
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Fig. 6. Baslc DUT connection modes, floating (a) and grounded (b), and four dc bias source
configurations (c).
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shown in Fig. 4b is very small. This is known as the balun
effect ol a coaxial cable at high frequencies.
The transducer(Fig. 5) consistsof a signal source,which
applies a complex voltage to the DUT, and an I-to-V converter, which converts the current flowing through the DUT
into another complex voltage.The signal source is essentially a 'L-MHz oscillator coupled to the front-panel terminals through a 2O:L step-down transformer. The output
impedance is nearly zero. The I-to-V converter is basically
a high-gain (typically 140 dB at 1 MHz), inverting feedback
amplifier with narrow bandwidth characteristics obtained
using a modulation technique.l The range resistor R" in
the feedback loop of the I-to-V converter converts the input
current I, to a voltage Vo, becausethe gain of the amplifier
is almost infinite and the current input port is at virtual
ground. Hence,the input impedanceof the I-to-V converter
is almost zero. The relationship among V", I*, and Y* is
Fig.7. Externalfastpulseat theendof a 1-mJongtestcable.
The sine wave superimposed
on the pulseis the 4280A's
1-MHztestsignal(signallevelis 30 mV rms).
bles. Thus, if the output impedanceof the pulse genetator
is 50O, the pulses are distortion-free. The two-terminal-pair
configuration also has the same advantage as the fourterminal-pair configuration; that is, it eliminates measurement errors caused by mutual inductance between HIGH
and LOw measurement cables since the outer conductor of
each cable provides a return path for the test signal current.
No magnetic fields are generated around the test cable becausethe magneticfields producedbythe curtentsthrough
the inner and outer conductors cancel eachother. The same
current that flows through the center conductor also flows
through the outer conductor, but in the opposite direction.
This is true even if the outer shields of the signal source
and the current meter are connected together as shown in
Fig. 4a. The mutual inductance current Ii that flows as

I* : YI/"-

-VoR"

Therefore, the complex admittance Y* of the DUT can be
expressedas:
Y*:

-(1/R,)(V"A/")

Since the 42BOAmeasurescapacitanceand conductance,
Y* is more properly expressed in rectangular format as:
Y*:joC + G
Thus,

c: rTlL: _*,- ,- ( t )
G: ReY":

-{n" (*
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Vos(V)

Hg. 8. fest configuration for a MOSFETdrain-to-gate capacitance measurement (a) and the
plot of the measurement results(b).
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The vector ratio detectorconsistsof a processamplifier
and an ADC that convert the C and G counts directlv: no
calculations are required.
Connection Modes
The connection mode switching circuit acts as an interface betweenthe DUT, the transducer,and the dc or pulse
bias source.The 42804 provides fourteen connection configurations of theseelements.Theseconnection configurations are divided into two groups, floating and grounded,
as shown in Fig. 6a and 6b. All other connection modes
are variations on the two basic connection modes.That is,
the signal source,I-to-V converter, and two bias sources,
V. and V6, are reconfigured for each variation. Four bias
source configurations are shown in Fig. Oc-internal bias,
external slow. external fast. and bias off.
The internal dc bias sourceis essentiallya stablepower
amplifier driven by a 12-bit digital-to-analog converter
(DAC). It functions as a staircase bias generator in C-V
measurementmode and as a pulse bias generatorin C-t
measurementmode. Maximum output is -r100V. Current
output is limited to +5 mA, Switching from voltagemode
to current-limited mode or vice versa is well controlled.
The output is always kept from overshooting to ensure
accurate bias voltage at any time. This internal dc bias
source has a special safety feature-when the front-panel
lNTernal B|ASlimit switch is set to the +42VMAXposition,
the bias source is automatically shut down if the output
voltage exceeds50V for some reason.
External slow bias is fed through a 50O resistor and then
applied acrossa seriesLC circuit, which is in serieswith the
4280A's test signal source.The LC circuit resonatesat 1 MHz
to pass the 1-MHz test signal while filtering any noise that
may be generatedby the external dc source,usually a pulse
generator.The impedance of this LC circuit is unaffected by
the output impedance of the pulse generator, and is low
enough to ensure measurement accuracy. The input resis-

tor, 0.1-pF capacitor, and 50O output impedance of the
pulse generatorlimit the rise time to 10 ps.
The external fast bias input is intended to pass narrow
pulsesfrom an external pulse generatorthat has a 500 output
impedanceand is used for fast C-t measurements.A bias
pulse at the end of a one-meter-longtest cableconnectedto
a 100-pFDUT is shown in Fig. 7. The sine wave superimposed on the pulse is the 4280A's 1-MHz test signal.
The bias off mode eliminates residual offset voltage at
the UNKNOWN
terminals and allows higher currents than
the +5 mA allowed by the internal bias current limiter.
The internal dc bias source,the extemal slow bias source,
and bias off mode can be selectedfor dc bias sourcesV"
and V6 shown in Fig. 6. The signal source and the I-to-V
converter are isolated from measurement circuit common
to allow these different measurementmodes.An example
of a floating-mode measurement of drain-to-gate capacitance versus drain voltageon a MOSFET and the resulting
plot are shown in Fig. B.
C.HIGH RESOLN
The 4280A has an optional high-resolution capacitance
measurementfunction that increasesdisplay resolution by
one digit on the 100-pF and l-nF ranges,making Slz-digit
resolution possible without a reduction in measurement
speed.Fig. 9 showsthe block diagramof the C-HIGH
RESOLN
function. The C-offset current, which is proportional to a
user-programmed offset capacitance value, is generatedin
the C-offset circuit from a 7-MHz sine wave whose
amplitude is forty times that of the signal applied to the
DUT and whose phase is 1B0oahead of the test signal. A
1-MHz programmable 10-bit attenuator setsthe signal level
and a 25.6-pF standard capacitor converts the voltage to a

1GBit ProgrammableAttsnuator

I,

Current
fC-Offset

I,

l*

I, Plus
,
C-Offset Current
I
(c)

Fig. 9. Block diagram of the GHGH-RESoLNfunction. The
C-offsetcurrent cancels a portion of the DIJTcurrent t,, allowing the l-to-V convefter to measurethe difference currem on
a more sensitiverange.

Fig. 10. (a) Measurement of the DIJT admittance y, is influenced by lhe test cable parameters and the stray capacitances Cp and Cr. (b) Mathematical expressionof (a) using
a chain-matrix.(c) The matrix of (b) expressedas one matilx,
where element B is a function of Yr, cable parameters, Cr,
and C,.
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BaslcAccuracy
of the 4280A

cx, C.(PD
Cs and Cr.
Fig. 12. Theerrorcausedby straycapacitances
Thisenor remainsafterinternaleftot coffectionbut can be
cotrectedby an externalHP-IBcontrolletif desired.

012345
Cable Length (m)

Fig. 11. Errorcausedby externaltestcab/es.The0-mrefer'
encels the front-panelu]lKNowNterminals.
current. The attenuator consists of tluee step-down transformers. Each transformer has step-down ratios of 2:7,4:7,
and 8:1 to provide 9 bits of attenuation and the loth bit is
obtained by bypassing the transformers.. Linearity deviation is less than one LSB fleast-significant bit) and phase
shift is typically less than one degree for any attenuation
setting. The LSB is equivalent to 1 pF because the CV
product is
25.6 pF x (-V") x 40 x (717024): (-1 x V") pF

where 1/1024 is the resolution of the attenuator. The maximum offset capacitance value that can be programmed is
1023pF.
To maintain continuity between normal mode measutements and high-resolution measurements,the high-resolution capacitancemeasurementroutine contains the following steps:
1. Turn off the error correction function, and then measure
the total capacitance (C") and conductance (G") of the
DUT and any test fixturing being used. Store the results
in the 4280A's internal memory.
2. Set the offset capacitanceto the values measuredin step
1, and then downrange and measure the difference (C')
between the actual capacitance (C") of the DUT and the
offset capacitanceoutput from the C-offsetcircuit. Since
this small difference is measured on a lower range, we
effectively get one more digit of resolution. For example,
if the measurement in step 1 is made on the 1-nF range
(maximum sensitivity is 0.1 pF), the difference value
will be measured on the 100-pF range fmaximum sensitivity is 0.01 pF).
3. Calculate the actual offset value Cos as

Flg. 13. A simplifieddiagramof the timingcontrolcircuitryusedfor C-t measurements.
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Co11
is the offset value actually output from the C-offset
circuit, and will differ slightly from Co. The C-offset
circuit tries to output an offset capacitancevalue equal
to Co,but can only come closebecauseof the resolution
limitations (1 pFJ of the 10-bit attenuator in the C-offset
circuit and the inaccuraciesinherent in the circuit components.
4. Make another measurement to obtain new difference
data (Ci), perform error correction, and then calculate
true capacitanceC.
C:Con+q:C"-C.+C;
As long as the C-HIGH-RESOLN
function is turned on, step
4 will be repeatedeach time the 42804 is triggered (e.g.,
each step of a bias sweepJ.If the test sample'scapacitance
and conductancevalues do not changefrom thoseobtained
in step 1, then Ci in step 4 will be equal to C", and the
values displayed in step 4 will be equal to the step 1 value,
Co.The only differencewill be one additional digit of display resolution. This extra digit, which represents0.001
pF on the 10-pF range, allows observation of minute
changes in capacitance and conductance as functions of
voltage or time.
The G-HIGHRESOLNmode is especially useful for C-t
measurementssuch as those used in deep-leveltransient
spectroscopy2applications that require detection of very
small capacitance changes caused by the combination-recombination processof minority carriersin semiconductor
devices.
Error Correction and Cable Compensation
As shown in Fig. 10, one pair of measurementcables
connects the device under test to the signal source and
cunent meter. The stray capacitances,Cs and C1,that exist
between the DUT and the outer conductors of the cables
are sources of error when measuring the true admittance
Y, of the DUT. The cablesalso have electrical characteristics
that causea measurementerror, Hence. the measuredadmittance Y* is different from the true admittance Y,. Yis expressedas:

Oh(sYNc)

___-l_

t, I
-i1

od

___t-t_
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----.1-_
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---il-r-

SAI'PLE

+l

ADC

l+

1 Measurement Cycle ---________+l

Fig, 15. Timing diagram for sampling mode C-t measuremenrc.

Y-:I*/V":joxC*+G_
where C- is measuredcapacitance,G- is measuredconductance,and ro is the angular frequency at 1 MHz.
Fig. 11 shows the percent error as a function of cable
length when the DUT is a 10-pF, 100-pF, or 1000-pF
capacitor.This error can be correctedby the 4280A's error
correction function. The equivalent circuit, including test
cables,can be expressedusing a mathematicalexpression
as shown in Fig. 10b. The chain matrix components F1
and F2 are determined by the cable length L. Becausethe
parametersof the test cables are strictly controlled, this
makesthe conversionto the matrix componenteasy.However, a measurementusing test cablesof an arbitrary length
is possiblebecausethe cable length calibration function of
the 4280A can measurethe capacitancebetweenthe inner
and outer conductorsof the test cableand convertthe measured value into the cable length automatically.
Y, and stray capacitancesCp1and C1 are converted into
the FO matrix. The three matrices can be expressed as a
single matrix F, as shown in Fig. 10c, where the relation
between the parameterscan be expressedas:
Y*:I*A'/"=1/l
where B is an element of matrix F and is a function of y-.
the cable parameters,and Cg and C1. The above equation
can be rewritten as:
Y. : f(Y-, cable parameters,Cp, Cr)

oh
Gd

The internal correctionalgorithm calculatesY. using the
above equation. However, it ignores C11and C" in the process,that is, assumesthem to be zero. Therefore,if Cg and
C1 exist, an uncorrectederror remains. The residual error
caused by C" and C1 is shown in Fig. 12. This error is
considerednegligible for most applications. For measurementsthat requirehigher precision,this Cp/Cr-causederror
can be correctedautomaticallywith the help of an external
computer.

od

Fig. 14. Timing diagram for burst mode Ci measurements

C-t Measurement
The 4280,{ measurestransientcapacitance(C-t)and conductance (G-t) after a bias pulse has been applied to the
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device under test. Timing control for the bias pulse, delay
time, and I-to-V converteroperation is the most important
function of the +280A. Fig. 13 is a simplified diagram of
the timing control circuitry for C-t measurements.The T6
timer determineshold time (or more precisely, the width
of the bias pulse). During sampling mode measurements,
from this timer is used as a synchronizathe output (SYNC)
tion signal for the external pulse generator. The Ta timer
determinesdelay time, which is defined as the time from
the end of the bias pulse to the center of the first measurement period. From this definition, the data programmed
into the T6 timer is (t6-Tq/2), where Ti is the integrator
chargetime determinedby the T; timer and ta is the selected
delay time. Both the T6 and the T6 timer interval parameters
are programmedthrough the 4280A's microprocessordata
bus. Table I lists time setting range,resolution, and accuracy.
The time base generatoroutputs a 0.5-ms pulse. This
signal is sent to the T6 and T6 timers and is used as the
timebasefor counting longtime intervals (65.5ms to 32 s)'
The 42804 has two methodsfor C-t measurements.If the
delay time is long (at least10 ms),then the 4280Ausesburst
mode.If the delaytime is short,the42804usessamplingmode'
During burst mode measurements,only one bias pulse,
with a width of t6, is applied to the DUT for eachmeasurement cycle, and measurementsare made every delay time
period. During the delay time periods, the 4280A's microprocessorcontrols the measurement,measurementsetup'
A-to-D conversion, data storage,display refresh,data output, and so on. The integratorchargetime T1is set to 1 ms
or 10 ms by the microprocessordepending on the selected
measurementspeed.Fig. 14 shows the timing diagramfor
burst mode measurements.
During sampling mode measurements,the integrator

TableI
Hold Time/DelayTime
Range

Resolution Accuracy

10 ps to
65 ms

10 s.s

6 5 . 5m s t o
1s

0 . 5m s

l sto
10s

10sto
32s

1ms

-+(O.O2o/o't
100 ns)

t ( 0 . 0 2 %+ 0 . 5m s )

10ms

charge time T1 is divided into small chunks ti: ta/S and
the T, timer is resetto t;. A sequenceof t6, t6, and t; periods
is repeated until the sum becomes close enough to the
overall integrator chargetime T,. If the sum does not exactly
equal T1,the fraction will be calculated by the microprocessor. The timing diagram for sampling measurementsis
shown in Fig. 15.The sampling counter counts the number
of integratorchargeperiods.In burst mode measurements,
this number is set to 1. In sampling mode measurements,
this number is determined by the equation, N:integral
part of (T1/tj for N>1.
At the beginning of a C-t measurement,all timers except
the time base generatorare set to the appropriate condisignal
tions, and all outputs areforced low. When the START
goeslow, the T6 timer and sampling counter are activated.
The sampling counter output O" goes high' The T6 timer
output 06 goeshigh initially, and then goeslow after hold

l-to-V Convertcr
Modulator

+l"

€-f

t.r.r

{fi
'l

I

90"

Null Detector

Vector Voltage
Generalor

r-to-vI

Short

Fig. 16. Simplitied btock diagram of the llo-V converter. The hardware configuration used
during Cl sampling mode measurementsis shown.
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Fig. 17. l-to-V convertertiming diagramfor C-t sampling
modemeasurements.
time interval t6. This negative-going signal at the T6 timer
output activates the T6 timer. The T6 timer output Od remains high until the td-'I il2 (burst mode) or ta - ti/2 (sampling mode) interval has elapsed.When the 06 goeslow,
the Ti timer is activated. After the T1timer is activated, the
T1 timer output O1remains high until the time interval Ti
(burst mode) or ti (samplingmode) has elapsed.O1is gated
by the sampling counter output O". This gated output (SAMPLE)is sent to the measurement section to enable A-to-D
conversion. Also, the SAMPLEsignal is sent back to the T6
timer through Ut and to the Ta timer through the T6 linksignal selector. The Ta link-signal selector selects either
Oh or SAMPLEas the Ta timer input G6. The output from
the T6 link-signal selector then activates the Ta timer to
restart the timer linking operation. For sampling mode measurements, SAMPLEactivates the T6 timer through U1. The
T6 link-signal selector selectsOh asinput G4and a sequence
(th, td, tJ continues until the sum of t1 periods equals T1.
(For burst mode measurements,just one bias pulse is necessary for the measurement.)After finishing the first measurement, the T6 link-signal selector passesthe SAMPLEsignal
to the G6 input, thus linking the Ta and Ti timers to each
other. This linking operation continues until the specific
number of sampling mode measurementsis completed.

,t,

n

hto-V Converter Operation
Fig. 16 shows a block diagram of the I-to-V converter,
detailing C-t sampling mode control hardware. For fast C-t
measurements(delay time t6 less than 10 ms), the bias
pulse must be provided by an external pulse generator'
When the measurementbegins,the 4280A outputs a synchronizing pulse (SYttCOuTPUT)that can be used to control
the width of bias pulses output from an external pulse
generator.The width of the pulse is setby the user-specified
hold time t6. If the pulse generator has an external pulse
width control function [i.e., the pulse generator outputs a
pulse whose width is exactly the same as the width of a
signal applied to its trigger input), then the only parameter
that must be set on the pulse generator is the pulse output
level. For pulse generatorsthat do not have this capability,
the pulse control parameters must be set so that the bias
pulse end at exactly
pulse and the 4280A's SYNCOUTPUT
the same time to maintain delay time (ti accuracy. The
duty factor of the synchronizing pulse, which is defined
as t6/16,can vary from 0.00001to 500'
The 1-MHz test signal is superimposed on the external
pulse signal, and both are applied to the DUT. The pulse
current that flows through the DUT is routed to circuit
common by FET switch 51 at the input to the preamplifier.
This preamp is a low-noise, high-speed amplifier, and is
capable of recovering from any saturation condition within
a few microseconds.Diode switch 52 betweenthe preamp
and the null amplifier is turned off while the bias pulse is
applied to the DUT to keep the large bias pulse from entering the high-gain null amplifier. This is necessary,because
if the null amplifier becomessaturated,it takes a long time
to recover, resulting in measurement error. Switch Sz is
turned on just after the bias pulse is removed. The incoming
signal is then amplified by about 80 dB and fed to the null
detector.
The null detector operates only while FET sampling
switch 53 is on. This switch is turned on for a period that
is approximately 2oo/oof the specified delay time t6. For
example, if t6 is 1O ps, this switch will turn on for 2 ps
approximately 9 ps after the t6 period begins.
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Fig. 18. (a) A transient(time constant r'). (b) Amplifier (time
constant r). Shaded area (c) is the error that results when
transient (a,)is passed through amplifier (b).
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Fig, 19. Example of temperature-biased C-t measurement
on a GaAs Schottky diode. The shift of the C-t curve with
temperature (indicated by anows) can be clearly seen.
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The unbalanced signal output from the null amplifier is
separatedinto its orthogonal components by the 0" and 90"
phase detectors. The dc outputs from the integrators contain phase information and are amplified by about 100 dB.
These dc outputs remain constant while the sampling
switch is off and are fed to the vector generatorto modulate
oo and 9o' 1-MHz sine waves. The modulated 0'and g0o
signals are summed and then fed back to the I-to-V converter's input through range resistor R". Since the null loop
closes only when the sampling switch is on, the output
from the null amplifier can balance in responseto the transient admittance of the DUT only when this switch is on,
which occurs at the end of the t6 period (Fig. 17). The
I-to-V output signal, which is sent to the vector ratio detector, settles at a steady L-MHz sine wave after the loop is
balanced. The voltage ratio detector begins operation only
after the I-to-V converter is balanced.
The time required for the loop to balance is about b0 p,s.
One way to express the ability to catch the transient responseof the device under test is the responsetime of the
measurementinstrument. For example,if a transient with
a time constantt, (Fig. 1Ba)is passedthrough an amplifier
with a responsetime of r, (Fig. 18b),the result will be as
shown in Fig, 1Bc. The shaded area representsan error.
The error related to changes of the DUT's admittance is
expressedas

E r r o r :J n r c * p ( C T

l*r+l

x tJ -tl

e lcl

A = HOLDTIME
B = STEPDELAYTIME
C = MEASUREMENTTIME

o
.g

o

(b)

Time(seconds)
Fig. 20. Srng/estalrcase(a) and double stalrcase (b) dc bias
sweep parameters.
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Fig. 21. Beproduction
of an X-Yrecorderplot of a sweptC-V
measurcment.
TheDUTls an MOScapacitor.Measurement
parameterswereSTART
v : -5v, sToPv : 5v,srEpv : 0.1v,
HOLD
TIME= 60 s, and STEPDELAY
TIHE: 7 s.
If we assumethat rr((rr(ta,
a realistic assumption,then
the above equation can be simplified to
Errot : _rrlr,
The above equation shows that the error is directly proportional to the responsetime of the amplifier and inversely
proportional to the responsetime of the DUT. The response
time of a sampling circuit, such as the I-to-V converter
discussedhere, is determined by the responsetime of the
null detector,which in the caseof the 42804 is about 1 ps.
For example, assumewe're trying detect a 1-pF change
in capacitance with a time constant of 100 g,s out of a
100-pF bulk capacitance.The maximum error is 0.01 pF
if to:16 ps, the minimum time delay of the +ZAOA.This
error reducesto about 0.001 pF, the minimum resolution
on the 100-pF range with the C.H|GHRESOLNoption, if
ta:200 ps. The 1-ps responsetime, in addition to accuracy
and stability, would have been impossible to attain without
this sampling and modulation technique.
Fig. 19 shows a sample plot of C-t measurementson a
GaAs Schottky diode, where t6 is varied from 10 Arsto 100
s, and temperaturevaries from - 70oCto + 6b'C (203K to
37BK).
C-V Sweep Mode Operation
In C-V mode, the 42BOAmeasures capacitance C and
conductanceG as functions of swept dc bias. Output from
the internal dc bias sourcecan be swept in either a singlestaircaseor double-staircase
manner.One of the advantages
of C-V measurementswith the 42804 is fast measurement
speed.For example,a 30-point swept measurementcan be
done in less than one second (C-only, fast measurement
speed,block data transfer mode). This is possiblebecause
the internal dc bias source is synchronizedwith the measurement section to eliminate the time required to set the
dc voltage at each measurementpoint, as would be the
case in a multi-instrument C-V measurementsystem. To

perform a sweptbias measurementin C-V mode,five sweep
parameters---START
V, STOPV, STEPV, HOLDTIME,and STEP
DELAYTIME-must be set (Fig. 20). Table II lists the parameter settingrangeand resolution.Fig,27 shows a reproduction of a C-V plot that was made using the X-Y recorder
output.
Software
Fig. 22 diagramsthe major modules of the 4280A's software. There are three categories: Foreground modules,
backgroundmodules, and utilities.
There are five foreground modules. The diagnostic module executesthe self-test of the 4280A just after power-on.
The background executive module controls all background
tasks, scheduling them in accordancewith the control settings and executing them in proper order. The nonmaskable
interrupt (NMl)controller module is closely related to measurement timing. Timing control is the most important
function of the 42804. All timeout conditions from the
timers are sent to the 4280A's microprocessorover an NMI
hardware line. The processordetects the NMI and determines which timer is requestingservice.Once an NMIoccurs, this module executes both hardware and software
settings immediately. To ensure quick responsesto NMls,
thesemodules are kept as short as possible.The IRQ(interrupt requestl controller module functions as an interface
between the 4280A and the operator.Measurementcondition changesentered from the 4280A's front panel or via
the HP-IB are detectedby this module. This module also
sets up all software flags for the background tasks.
When the program starts, the background executive calls
the swap controller, background task scheduler, and backgtound task controller. In the swap controller, software
flags for the measurementare swapped if a special measurement is required (e.g.,zerolopen,cable, and L-R measurements).The task schedulersetsthe task bit of the BGTTASK

Table ll

HoldTime/DelayTlme
Range
3msto
65ms
0.07sto

StarUStopVoltage

Resolution Range(V)

Resolution

1ms

+(0to 1.999) 1mV

10ms

-+(2to 19.99) lOmV

100ms

-r(20 to 100) 100mV

9 9 . 9 9s
100s to
650s

FLAGaccording to the software measurement flags. BGT
TASKFLAGhas eight bits and each bit is assignedto one of
the eight background tasks: bit0, self-test;bit1, hardware
setup;bit2, measuremgntcontrol; bit3, correctionCAL;bit4,
deviation cAL; bits, display/recorderoutput; bit6, HP-IB
output; bit7, postprocess.When measurementstart is requested, the task scheduler sets bitl and bit2. If the error
correction setting is on, then this scheduleralso setsbit3,
and so on, depending on the existing measurement conditions. The background task controller executes the background tasks using the BGTTASKFLAGbits. After executing
a background task, this controller clears the corresponding
task bits, and continues this sequenceuntil all bits are
cleared. After all background tasks are executed, program
control is returned to the background executive and a new
sequencestarts.
There are eight backgroundmodules. The self-testcontroller module executesthe self-testonly when the self-test
function is on. The hardware setup controller sets up both
digital and analog hardware conditions for the measurement. The measurementcontroller executesthe actual measurement (C, C-V, C-t, C-offset,special measurement).The

]"**n-,"0

.|u,,,n,""
E@@..
Fig.22. Major sofVvaremodules of the 42804.
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correction CAL controller executes the error correction
routine if the error correction function is on. The deviation
CALcontroller calculatesdeviation or percentageif one of
the MATHfunctions is on. The display/recorderoutput controller updatesthe measurementdata for display and X-Y
recorder output. If the 42804 is in block mode or binary
data output mode, this task is not scheduled. The HP-IB
output controller stores HP-IB output data in the output
buffer. The postprocessorclearsall hardware/softwaresettings for the next measurement.
The utilities software has many modules that are used
with both foregroundand backgroundmodules. Examples
are a math pack, LED driver, data formatter, and so on.
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An ElectronicToolfor AnalyztngSoftware
Performance
lmprovingsoftwarepertormancerequiresmeasurement
of
program activity and durationunder differentconditions.
Ihis subsystemfor the HP 64000LogicDevelopment
Systemmakesit easyto obtainsuch data.
by Gail E. Hamilton,AndrewJ. Blasciak,JosephA. Hawk,and Brett K. Carver
SOFTWARE COSTS are often greater than
arODAY,
hardware
costsin developingmicroprocessor-based
I
I products.This growth in demandfor softwarecreates
a tremendouschallengefor softwareengineering.The challenge is threefold: to increasesoftware developmentproductivity significantly, to increase the efficiency of software maintenance, and to increase the reliability of the
software. The problem is magnified by product designs
needing high performance within tight memory constraints. One method for resolving this problem that has
not been fully used until recently is software performance
analysis. By providing a nonintrusive view of software as
it executesin real time, performanceanalysishelps designers locate bottlenecks, characterize software performance,
and improve software efficiency much earlier in the development cycle.
The importance of performance analysis lies not only in
determining whether a system meets certain objectives; it
is also valuable in understanding if and how system performance can be improved. The goal of any quantitative software measurementis information that will help in making
better design decisions. Performance measurements are
valuable in that they help detect anomalies and predict
what may be seen in future designs. They can assist the
designerin making decisions about where to spend more
time improving the product. One of the primary benefits
of performance analysis is that it allows the software designer to see a problem from more than one perspective.
Performance measurementsare cost-effectiveonly when
they are based on acquired information, easy to evaluate,
and available early enough to help. Software that does not
perform adequately near the end of a project can cause
major delays in getting the product to market. One
technique for writing software is to generatea total solution
in as high a level of abstraction as possible (i.e., with a
highJevel programming language such as Pascal). Then,
by measuring the performance of various code modules
againstdesign specifications,detailed optimization efforts
can be directed only where absolutely necessary.The
characterization of software is critical to understanding the
complex interrelationshipsand gaining insight for product
enhancements.
Many software performance measurement concepts are
not new; these measurementneeds and benefits evolved
through early experience with mainframe computers and
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later, minicomputers. In the beginning, the emphasis in
computer software measurementswas on measuring system resourceuse. Many of thesesystemsused a hardware
monitoring approach with extensive probe-point libraries.
They were often expensive and usually difficult to use.
Other measurement tools were implemented in software;
they were intrusive and not transparent to the software
being measured.
Complementing the HP 1630A/D Logic Analyzer and the
HP 64620A State Analyzerl subsystemof the HP 64000
Logic Development System,2'3the new HP 6a310A Software PerformanceAnalyzer (Fig. 1) allows software performance measurementsto become a major part of the basic
tool set that every software engineer needs. With the
643104, the user can measurethe activity within defined
areasof memory, the time spent in a code module, the time
spent going between modules, and the number of transfers
from one module to another. The 64310A's friendly user
interface, symbolic event specification, automatic configuration capability, and data display choicesprovide the

Fig. 1. The HP 64310A SoftvvarePertormanceAnalyzer is a
subsystern designed to work with the emulationcapability of
the HP 64000Logic DevelopmenfSystem.lt allows a softuvare
designer to study code module execution times, program
activity, and other software characlerisllcs in a nonintrusive
manner.

software engineer with an effective and accurate electronic
tool for generatingefficient and reliable codein an economical time frame.
User Interface
For an electronic product to be easy to use, the user
interface must be simple and very clear. We all are familiar
with products that can make very complex measurements,
but are so difficult to use that often one can't do the required
task. The 64310A Analyzer is capableof performing very
complex and powerful measurements. The design team
wanted an easily accessibletool, so a maior design goal
was to create a user interface that would be as simple and
easy to use as possible.
Severalguidelineswere followed to reach this goal. One
makesthe commandsread as much like a spokenlanguage
as possible.The 643104 commandsuse meaningful words
and the syntax of the commands reads like a sentence(e.9.,
copydisplayto printer).Thus, the command explains what it
does, making it unnecessaryto refer to a manual. Another
benefit of making the commands read well is that to some
extent, they become self-documenting.
Another guideline that makesthe 643104 easyto use is
restricting the grammar required for a decision point to
one level of softkeys whenever possible. This means that
no matter where in the command syntax the user might
be, there are at most eight choices for the next keyword or
item. This eliminates having to search through several
groups of softkeysto selectthe next step. By making smaller
stepsfor generatinga command,there are fewer choicesat
each step, and less confusion.
Two other important softkey factors are the order of the
softkeys and keyword abbreviations. Order is very important; it can reduce errors of omission, and it affects the
"feel" of the instrument. Abbreviations for the softkeyswere
selectedcarefully to reduce the potential for confusion'
Two final areasthat affect the friendliness of a user interface are the error/status messagesand the high-level interface. Userswill make mistakes.It is important for the instrument to be able to identify these mistakes and tell the user
what each mistake is and where it is. The 64310A has a
comprehensive set of error and status messagesto aid in
building command sequences.In addition, when an error
occurs,the display cursor is placed under the word in the
command string that causedthe error. The high-level interface allows the user to refer to program addressesby name
or the source code line number. This allows the user to
think in terms of the C or Pascal program, and to not worry
about absoluteaddresses.
Suggestionsfrom users and HP engineerswere considered during the designof the user interfacefor the 643104
Analyzer and many were implemented. Functionally, the
interface has two major components: setup grammar and
execution-modegrammar. This division was made since
the commands needed in each areaare, for the most part,
mutually exclusive.
Measurementsetup useseight commandson one softkey
level. The order of the commands on the softkeys from left
to right is, for the most part, the order of use in defining
and making measurements.The first is the definecommand.
With this command, the user defines the addressor time

events that will be used later by other commands. The
high-level interfaceis helpful here;it allows usersto define
events in terms of high-level constructs.Events canbe numbered, named, and grouped together for easy reference by
later commands. The second command is the setupcommand. This command is used to establish measurement
termination, event periods,windows, measurementenable
and disable conditions, trigger enableconditions, and the
absolute file name used by the high-level interface. The
Here, the user selectsthe meathird command is measure.
surement to be made: memory activity, program activity,
module duration, module usage,intermodule duration, or
intermodule linkage. The other five softkeys are for the
and endcommands.
execute,
save/load,
copy,show,configuration
Execution mode also has eight commands. The display
command controls the information being displayed. The
options are occurrencesor time, relative or absolute,and
histogram or event data list. The rescalecommand controls
the histogram display by controlling the axis limits. In
addition, there are commands to compute statistics or not,
to suspend or resume display updating, to copy the display, and to restart, halt, and end the measurement.

Symbology
products apAs more and more microprocessor-based
pear, better ways of interfacing with the user are needed'
A good solution is the sSrmbolicinterface provided in the
643104 Analyzer. This interfaceallows the user to specify
measurement events using the same procedures and functions used in high-level Pascalor C progtams, as well as
line numbers from compiled listings and labels in either
highJevel or assembly language programs.
To accomplish this, the symbol tables generated by the
64000's linker, compilers, and assemblerswere modified
to include the additional information required by the
64310A. The linker symbol table provides a mapping between the physical load addressof each file and the various
files linked together to form the program. It also includes
physical addressesof any globalsymbolsspecified.Symbol
files generatedby the compilers and assemblersprovide a
mapping between the various symbols, line numbers, and
procedure/function beginning and ending offsets.With this
information, the 64310A can compute the physical address
of symbolic information required by its hardware to detect
occurrencesof a specified event.
For the user, the first step is specifying the name of the
absolute file before entering any symbolic specifications.
file
This provides the 643104 with the name of the link-sym
describedabove.The user can now specify global symbols
and these can be looked up in the linker symbol table. To
specify any symbolic information local to a particular file,
the user must further specify the path by providing the
name of the file containing the desired symbol. This becomes the default path name and the user is not required
to specify it subsequently,unless the user later specifies
some other file that would overwrite the old default file.
Since a procedure or a function normally consists of a range
of addressesin the memory space, the compiler defines
the beginning symbol of the range by the name of the procedure or function in question. The endpoint of the range
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is provided by the compiler by appendingan R to the front
of the name. For example, if a procedure named Hewlett-packard is compiled, the compiler generatesan entry in the
symbol table with the name Hewlett-Packard
and an offset
associatedwith the beginning of that procedure.In addition, the compiler generatesanother entry in the symbol
table that contains the name RHewtett-Packard
and the offset
associatedwith the return instruction from that procedure.
These offsets are added to the load addressfound in the
linker symbol table for the file that contains the procedure
to createthe physical addressrangeof the procedure.The
information is then entered into the appropriate data structure within the 64310.4,.
Once an event is specifiedin this
manner, the user can then define measurements on the
event by specifying the event either by name (the event
name takes on the name of the procedure) or number (as
events are specified, they are numbered either automatically by the 643104 or as specified by the user).
This symbolic interfacewithin the 64310ASoftwarePerformance Analyzer allows the user to specify a measurement at the level that is most familiar, that is, the source
code and the proceduresand functions found within it.
This eliminates the tedious task of having to find offsets
and load addressesand provide the physical addressesin
some numeric entry format such as hexadecimal.In addition, when events are specified using the symbolic interface, the displayed results contain the symbols specified
as well, thereby correlating the measuredresults to the
appropriateprocedure or function.

appended to the end of the file name. The 643104 reads
the boardIDs of the cardsfound in the 64000'sdevelopment
station and creates the names for configuration files for
each emulator presentin the station's card cage.If the file
for a particular emulator exists on the disc memory, then
that emulator is supportedby the 643104 SoftwarePerformtrnce Analyzer. If more than one supported emulator is
present in the development station, the user simply indicateswhich one is to be used for the current measurement
session.
Information in the configuration file includes:
I Special flags for indicating various special cases
I Pointers to the softkey menus
r Pointers to the bus stateconditions associatedwith the
various softkey menus
r Pointers to the name field describing the associated
emulator
I Pointers to the opcode fetch status
r Bit maps for configuring the addressand statuslines on
the emulation bus
I Size list for the size of the various menus
r Pointer to the don't-care status
r The softkey label menus
r The bus state conditions associatedwith each softkey
r Name field for displaying the description of the
emulator.
Once this file is loaded into memory, it becomesan integral
part of the 64310A's software, allowing the analyzer to
tailor its personality to the processorbeing monitored.

Automatic Configuration
The 64310A is used in conjunction with an emulator.
Signalsprovided on the 64000'semulation bus vary from
emulatorto emulatorand terms usedto describethe signals
are processor-specific.This presenteda design challenge,
becausethe need existed for the 643104, in somefashion,
to obtain the information it requires to operate.The solution
chosen was to provide the information for each emulator
independently by creating a special file format. This file
supplies the 64310A with all of the specific information
required to operate with each emulator.
This technique provides many benefits.A designbenefit
is that by packaging this information with the emulation
software,the 64310A SoftwarePerformanceAnalyzer then
becomesprocessor-independent.
Changesin emulation, or
the introduction of other emulators after the introduction
of the 64310A, can be reflected in the emulation software.
This minimizes the need to upgrade the hardware of the
643104 to keep the products compatible.In addition, the
performance analyzer software doesn't have to decipher
the emulator/analyzer interaction, because the software
performance analyzer hardware is automatically configured to the emulation statusand addressbus.As mentioned
earlier, a key feature of the 64000 Systemis its simple-touse softkeys. One of the functions of automatic configuration is setting up and labeling softkeys for the specific
processor(such as the status and protection levels). User
interactionsare assimple and high-levelas possible,resulting in major time savingsin setting up measurements.
To match automatic configuration files to particular
emulators, the board identifier (ID) of each emulator is

How lt Works
The 643104 Software PerformanceAnalyzer operates
with the emulation subsystemof the 64000Logic Development System. It is contained on a single card that monitors
the 24 addressand eight statuslines of the 64000'semulation bus. Accessto the 64310A is through the 64000'smeasurementsystem.Up to three 643104 modules can operate
with a single emulator.
Data is collectedby a sampling technique called sweeping. The 64310A hardware monitors a specified range
(either time or address)for a specified interval, counting
all events (either 1.-pscounts or number of bus cycles) that
happen. The hardware is then reprogrammed for the next
range.After all rangesare monitored once, a scan is completed. This measurementcycle continuesuntil a specified
termination condition is met.
The measurementis controlled by an on-board microprocessorsystem.This system consistsof a 6880g microprocessor,6K bytes of RAM, and 2K bytes of ROM. Programs
for controlling each measurementare loaded into the RAM
from the 64000's disc memory as each measurementis
called up. The processoralso unloads the hardwarevalues
and storesthe measurementdata for later transmissionto
the 64000 Development Station. The ROM also contains
performance verification code and a program that interacts
with the 64000to load disc-basedmeasurementprograms.
Data acquisition is performedby three real-time processes. The first processis address/status
recognition.Address
recognition is performed by two 24-bit ranging comparators.Eachcomparatorgeneratesthree signals:in range,
equal to lower bound, and equal to upper bound. Status
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Counts representing how much activity happens within
eachrangeand counts of total systemactivity aregathered.
Memory activity allows the incoming addressesto be
qualified by the type of accessthey represent. These accessescan be memory reads, memory writes, I/O operations, etc. The types available depend on the statusinformation supplied by the emulated microprocessor.
Program activity measuresthe amount of activity caused
by executing instructions. For example, an opcode that
causes a stack push may reflect only one cycle of activity
within the range being monitored, but result in multiple
write operations to the stack area. If the memory address
of the stack push opcode is within a range being measured
by a memory activity measurement, only the opcode fetch
is counted. However, if the samerangeis being measured
by a program activity measurement, the write operations
to the stack are also counted (Fig. 2). By measuringareas
of code using a memory activity measurementfollowed by
a program activity measurement, the designer can get an
idea of how much activity in other areasis causedby the
code being analyzed.
Time Distribution. Time distribution measurements procharacterizationof code execuvide a best-case/worst-case
tion time. These measurementsrecord code execution
times that fall within the time ranges specified' They are
best suited to structured code (modules with single entry
and exit points, such as Pascal procedures).Three time
distribution measurementsare provided: module duration,
module usage,and intermodule duration. Up to 12 time
events with minimum lower limits of 1 ps (dependingon
the bus cycle period of the emulated processor) and
maximum upper limits of 671 s can be specified.
A module duration measurement characterizes the
execution time of a module from entry to exit' Each time
the module is executed,timers determine whether the meaTableI
sured executiontime falls within one of the user-specified
time ranges. When this occurs, a counter for that range
HostFunctions:
is incremented.Another counteris alsoincrementedwhenGraphicsdisplay,userinterface,statistics
ever the module is executed, regardlessof its execution
calculations
time. The measurementcan be setup to include or exclude
time spent in other modules called by the module being
64310AFunctions:
measured.The other modules can be called by a function,
Dataacquisition,measurement
control,termination by invocation, by interrupt, or by other methods,but conof measurement on specified condition
trol must eventually return to the target module.
Where possible,the module duration measurementsinSharedFunctions:
clude algorithmsthat correctfor prefetchconditions' Since
Datatransfer
the 64310A is a general-purposeinstrument that works in
conjunction with all 64000 microprocessoremulators, a
Measurements
generalapproachis necessarywhen performingthis correcThe measurementset of the 64310A allows the user to
tion. For a general approach to work, some assumptions
characterizecode from a global point of view. Three basic
must be made about the programmodule being measured.
measurement types are provided: activity, time distribuFirst, it is assumedthat the module has a single entry point,
tion, and linkage. Each of these measurementshas several
and second,that the module also has a single exit point.
modes of operation.
Third, the module must be at leastfour opcodesin length
(a hardware restriction).With theseassumptions,two preActivity. Activity measurementsshow frequency of activity
occurring within defined areasof memory. The user can
fetch conditions that have a large elfect on measurement
select up to 12 areas of interest by specifying address accuracy can be corrected. The first case is prefetching
ranges,single addressvalues, module names,or program
beyond the exit point of the module. To correct for this
symbols. Activity is recorded in two ways--occurrences case, the following algorithm is implemented on the
and time. Occurrences are the number of bus cycles for the
hardware state machine:
r If the acquired addressis equal to the exit point of the
emulated processor.Time is the number of 1-ps intervals.

recognition is accomplished with a 256x4-bit RAM. By
using a RAM, status patterns can be ORedas required by
the measurement.
The second process is the state machine. The state
machine performs context recognition on the incoming information and provides controlling signals for acquiring
the data. The action depends on the measurementbeing
run. The machine is constructed of programmable logic
arays, which allow a very complex set of statesto be implemented with a minimum number of components.
The third process consists of programmablecounters.
These counters are programmed to record the events being
measured.Eventscan be time, states,or transitionsbetween
address ranges. The counters €ueprogrammed differently
for each measurementby the 64310A's microprocessor.
The counters also send an interrupt signal to the microprocessorat the end of each period, which then shuts down
the measurement.The microprocessorunloads and resets
the counters after the interrupt is received.
The 64310AAnalyzer interactswith the 64000host processoraccordingto a parallel processingschemewith various functions assignedas listed in Table I. The scheme
allows the 64310A's local microprocessorsystem to run
measurementsindependently of the host processor.The
host processorcontrolsthe user interface,datadisplay, and
statistical calculations. Transmission of data to the host
processoronly occurs when the host has finished processing data from the previous transmission. When this happens, the host processor requests a "dump" from the
64310A.The analyzerpausesat the end of the current scan
and signals the host that it is ready to transmit its measurement data.The host and the 643104 then interact,transferring the data to the host. After the host has receivedall the
data, the 643104 resumesthe current measurement.
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procedure,prepareto pausetimers.
I If the acquired addressis outside the addressrange of
the specified procedure,pausetimers.
I If the acquired addressis back within the addressrange
of the specified procedurewithout going past the entry
point, resumetiming.
r If the acquiredaddressis the entry point to the specified
procedure,reset timers and count occurrence.
The secondcaseis prefetchinginto a procedure.To compensatefor this condition, the following algorithm is used:
I If the acquired addressis equal to the entry point of the
specifiedprocedure,resettimers and count previous occurrenceif present.
r If the specified procedureis left by any point other than
its exit point, stop time if excluding calls.
I If the specifiedprocedureis reenteredvia its entry point,
clear and resettimers.
This approach to correcting for an entry prefetch does
cause problems when measuring a recursive procedure.
The analyzer will interpret a recursive call as an entry
prefetchand clearthe timers,causingonly the last recursive
call to be timed.
Module usageand intermodule duration measurements
provide the sametype of information as module duration
measurements.However, the area being timed is defined
differently. Module usageis the inverseof module duration
in that the time is measured from the point of leaving the
module to the point of reentering the module via its entry
point.Thatis, thetime spentoutsidethemoduleis measured.
Intermodule duration measuresthe time betweenleaving
one module and entering another by their respectiveexit
and entry points. These measurementsdo not accommodate the including or excluding of module calls.
Linkage. The linkage measurement records the immediate
transfersfrom within one module to other modules. This
measurement is useful for watching software traffic pat-

terns. For example,supposemodule A calls modules B, C,
and D. Thesecalls are conditional, basedon incoming data.
By doing a linkage measurementon A to B, A to C, and A
to D, the user can see which module is being called most
often. Each transfer out of the "from" module to the "to"
module is counted by the hardware,as well as all transfers
out of the "from" module's addressrange.
Measurement Enable/Disable
At times it may be useful to be able to starUstop a measurement when a particular section of code is being executed. The 643104 provides the ability to start a measurement on user-selectedaddress/statusevents. Up to two
events in sequencecan be defined. Measurements(only
activity, usage,and duration) can also be disabled by an
event. An enableand a disable can be combined to form a
measurementwindow for data acquisition. These enable/
disable functions becomeimportant when a user is performing measurementson a bank-switchedor overlay system.
Measurementscan also be enabled/disabledby other
64000 subsystems using the 64000's intermodule bus
(IMB). The 64310A can drive or receive a trigger signal to
or from other 64000 subsystems.For example,the 643024
Logic Analyzer can be told to send a trigger signal to the
64310A when the 64302Arecognizesits trigger point. The
measurementsystemfunctions allow up to three 64310As
to be connectedvia the IMB, greatly enhancing measurement capabilities.
Display of Data
Two displays summarizethe acquired data:a histogram
and a table. Both displays present results in absolute or
relative form. In addition, activity measurementscan display resultsbasedon time or occurrenceinformation.When
the measurementis displayed in relative mode, the software calculatesthe displayed percentagesbased only on

Fig. 2. Typical program activity
display provided by the 64310A
Analyzer.
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in the scanis monitored. After all rangesin a measurement
scan have been monitored, the first rangeto be monitored
for the next scan is selectedrandomly to ensurestatistical
independence.
The event period can be basedon time or occurrences,
depending on which the user chooses.Default valueswere
determined from data collectedthrough computer simulations done in the early phasesof developing the 643104
Software Performance Analyzer. The default value for activity and linkage measurementsis 800 ps. In the simulations, this value resulted in convergenceto an acceptable
level of accuracyin a minimum amount of time. The value
chosenfor duration measurementsis 25 occurrences,that
is, the module being measuredmust execute25 times for
each time range in the measurementscan. Thus, if the
module executes infrequently, it may take a long time for
a scan to complete. However, by specifying occurrences
measurement.
m displayof a moduleduration
Fig.3. Hlstogra
Twoautomaticscalingmodesareavailableto allowemphasis instead of time, the sampling period is independent of
of selectedparameters.
procedure execution time. As an example, consider the
casewhere the module being measuredhas an execution
in the rangeof 10 ms to 20 ms. If the sampling period
time
the displayed events.If the displayed data representsonly
is set to L5 ms, clearly some of the execution times will be
a small portion of the total activity, a relative display may
missed, since their duration exceedsthe period during
be preferable.If the 64310A is instructed to display the
which the module is being measured.If an event period
data in absoluteform, the percentagesare then calculated
based
on time is used and the default time is overridden,
basedon all activity. Interpretationof an absolutedisplay
the selectedtime should be at least twice as Iong as the
dependson the measurementbeing executed.For example,
longestmodule executiontime. Experimentally,it hasbeen
if the total percentagefor all displayedeventsfor a specified
determined that selecting a time interval approximately
the missing 25% meansthat
activity measurementis 75o/o,
the expectedexecution time plus the expectedtime
twice
being
total
activity
occurs
outside
the
events
25% of the
between module calls reducesthe convergencetime of the
measured.However, if the user is running a duration meameasurement.
surement,the missing 25% indicatesthat 25% of the modSampling assumesthat the program being measuredis
ule executions are not included within any of the time
periodic
in nature. The longer the period of the program,
if
the
is
running
by
the
user.
Finally,
user
events chosen
the longer it takes the measurement to converge. The
a linkage measurement,the missing 25% representstrans643104 can accumulate large amounts of data becauseit
fers out of the "from" module to modules not specified in
storesonly ongoing counts for each event. The actual time
the measurement.
a measurementruns before exceedingthe resourcesof the
The histogram display (Fig. 3) can be rescaledany way
analyzer is dependenton the measurement,the number of
the user chooses.This allows the user to bring out the
events,and the sample period. However,activity measuredetail in a histogram if desired. Two automatic scaling
ments
usually run for four to five hours while duration
modes are supplied. One mode rescalesthe graph using
and linkage measurementsmay run for up to eight days.
the smallestpercentagevalue as the lower graph limit and
the largestpercentagevalue as the upper graph limit. The
other rescale method constantly adjusts the upper graph
limit to the greatest percentagereading.
The tabular display (Fig. a) shows all counts associated
with the events.The counts are displayed in integer form
up to the maximum count possible.The histogramdisplay
converts counts into scientific notation after 524.288because of display memory size limitations. The table includes statistics related to each event. All data displayed
on the screencan be copied to a file for later referenceor
additional processing.
Sampling Theory and 64310A Operation
The 64310A acquires data by sampling address/time
ranges.Each range in the measurementscan is monitored
for a time period called an event period. While a range is
being monitored, all data is collected for that range.Both
qualified and unqualified information is collected(unqualified data is used for the absolutedisplay). After the event
period for the monitored rangeis complete,the next range

Fig. 4. Tabular display showing all counts associated with
the measured events.
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Statistics
To understandthe statisticalinformationprovidedby
the 64310A SoftwarePerformanceAnalyzer, one needsto
consider the nature of the information acquired by the instrument. First, since the analyzer measuresthe performance of a computer program,the program is assumedto
be a stochasticprocess,that is, a processthat is a function
of time with valuesthat are random variables.The 64310A
provides information about that stochasticprocessby estimating values from observed data gathered by the sampling techniquedescribedabove.Therefore,the resultsprovided by the performanceanalyzer are not expectedto be
exact. The role of statistical inference is invaluable. It allows us to make generalizations about the process from
which the sampleswere obtained,therebyproviding a link
betweenthe real world and the probability modelsassumed
in the analysis.Statisticalinformation provides a measure
of the degree of uncertainty, or conversely, the degree of
confidence with which the measured results reflect the
actual parametersof interestwithin a specifiederror tolerance.
The probability model used by the 643104 is basedon
the Student'st-distribution, which lends itself well to situations where observationsare independentof the process.
To ensure that the observationsare indeed independent,
extra efforts were made to createthe pseudorandomnumber
generatorthat determines a different starting event for each
sweep. In addition, the user can define sampling event
periods or occunence counts over a wide rangeto ensure
independent observations.
The Student'st-distribution used in the 64310A is based
on a table that was generatedwith an HP 98458 Computer.
This table is stored on disc, and only the valuesassociated
with the specifiedlevel of confidencearebrought into host
memory. These values, along with the sample mean and
standarddeviation computed from the observeddata, are
used to compute the error tolerance.This error tolerance
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is displayed in the upper right portion of the display of
measurementresults.
An important design goal for the 643104 Analyzer was
to produce sampling measurementsthat approximate actual targetsystemactivity as closely as possible.For example, it is necessaryto use some measurementtime to reset
counters and transmit the information gathered. New data
cannot be obtained during these steps.This measurement
dead time has been minimized to avoid distorting the results. Another considerationwas to reduce the number of
tasksassignedto the 6431OA'slocal microprocessor.Sums
and sums of squaresare computed by this processorand
then transmitted to the 64000 host processorwhere the
statisticalcomputationsare completed.The host processor
calculatesand displays the mean, standarddeviation, percentage,and error tolerance using an IEEE floating-point
software packagewith a modified square-rootalgorithm.
The square-rootalgorithm is basedon a hardwareroutine,
and has proved to be a vast improvement in speed over
the Newton-Raphsonapproximation techniqueused in the
early prototypes.
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CounterModuleSimplifiesMeasurements
on ComplexWaveforms
Thisgateduniversalcountermoduleprovidescounter
the HP 19B0AlBOsci//oscope
accuracyto complement
MeasurementSysfem'sflexible selup and display
capabilities.
by Donald J. Smith, Johnnie L. Hancock, and Thomas K. Bohley

S DIGITAL HARDWARE and system architectures
becomemore complex,measurementsof frequency,
time interval, and events on complex waveforms
are becoming increasingly frequent. To make a measurement on a complex wavefolm, the user must gate or window
the portion of interest on the waveform. To do this with
separate pieces of equipment would require a delay
generator to gate the signal, a universal counter to make
the measurement, an oscilloscope on which to view the
gated portion, and assorted cables and power splitters to
route the signal.
With the HP 1965A Gated Universal Counter (Fig. 1), the
HP 1980A/B Oscilloscope Measurement Systeml integrates
all these pieces of equipment. The 1965A is a fully programmable, 100-MHz universal counter expansion module for
the 1980A/B System. The module combines the accuracy
and numerous counting modes of a universal counter with
the signal conditioning, dynamic range, triggering, gating,
and display functions of an oscilloscope. The 1965,t offers
waveform timing measurements such as frequency, period,
time interval, or events, and automatic measurements of
waveform parameters. Three arming modes allow the user
to start a measurement at a specified point, window a specific portion of a waveform, or make a measurement asynchronously.
The maior features of the 1965A Gated Universal Counter
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Triggers on 19B0AiB main and/or delayed triggers
100 ns to 10 seconds of arm delay
200 ns to 10 seconds of gate width
10 ps time interval resolution
500 ps time interval accuracy
1 part in 108 frequency/period resolution
3 mV triggering sensitivity
Counting to 10e events
Automatic parametric measurements
Anticoherence circuitry
Complete arming and gating capability
Relative and offset answers
Nonvolatile real-time clocldcalendar/timer.

SystemArchitecture
Fig. 2 is a simplified block diagram of the combined
1980A/B and 1965A. The 1980A/B provides digital, analog,
and power lines to the expansion module via four connectors. The digital lines are for microprocessor address/data/
control, signal triggers, sweep gates, and vertical control.
The analog lines are inputs from the 1965,{ to the 1980A/B's
vertical display.
The 1965,\ does not have its own signal inputs; all triggering is provided by the 19S0A/B. The 1980A/B generates

Fig, 1. fhe HP 1965AGated UniversalCountermeasuresfrequency,period, time interval,and
six event modes on signals as sma// as 3 my. lnternal gating allows the user to window specific
regions of intereston a signal, and hardwareaveragingprovides measurementresolutionto
70ps.
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Channel 1
Channel 2
Main
External

Delayed
External

Main Gate

-----------{
19804/8

19804'/8 Microprocessor Bus

two triggers,main trigger and delayed trigger. Thesetriggers
are routed to the 1965A and can be defined independently
as the counter's A and B trigger sources. The main and
delayed triggers can originate from the following 1980A/B
inputs:
MainTrigger
Channel 1
Channel 2
MainExternal
Line (60HzJ

DelayedTrigger
Channel 1
Channel 2
DelayedExternal

The 1965A's100-MHzclock is derived by phasemodulation and frequency multiplication of either an internal 10MHz temperature-compensatedcrystal oscillator or an external 10-MHz clock. Random phase modulation is used
to prevent phase coherence between the counter's clock
and repetitive time intervals being measuredby time interval averaging(seebox, page39). Such coherencedecreases
resolution during averaging.
Custom Integrated Gircuits
Incorporating a universal counter into an oscilloscope
environment produced an extensive measurement set. Because of the power and size constraints on the expansion
module, two custom integrated circuits were developed to
perform all of the signal control, gating, and counting functions of the 1965A. These two ICs are configured to minimize the burden placed on the 1980A/B'sprocessor.
The processor determines which measurement is to be
made and then starts the 1965A. The measurement.which
may take microseconds or hours, proceedsby itself to completion, and the 1980A/B's processoris informed of the
completion. The processor reads and processes the accumulated data and displays the answer on the 1980A/B's
CRT.
The simpler of the two chips is the counter IC (Fig. 3).
It consistsof two 31-bit binary counters capableof counting
rates greater than 100 MHz. The counters use emitter-follower logic (EFL)with emitter-coupledlogic (ECL)inputs,
Also included are a 64-to-8 multiplexer with TTL outputs
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the combined 1980A/B and 19654. The
gated universalcounter uses only
the 1980A/B'smain and delayed
gates and triggerstowindow specific intervalsand perform all of its
measurement functions.

and an interrupt circuit. The long (31-bit) counters allow
hardware accumulation of counts for time interval averaging, relieving the 1980A/B'sprocessorof this task.
The smaller but more complicated IC is the control chip
(Fig. a). It receives measurement instructions from the
1980A/B over an 8-bit data port, and it receives control
signals from the 1980A/B time base and a 100-MHz reference clock from the 1965A time base.This chip then causes
appropriate signals or events to be counted by the counter
chip.
Depending on the particular measurement being made,
the E logic block and the T logic block may selectany input
as an enable, the same or another signal as a disable, and
the main trigger, delayed trigger, or 100-MHz reference as
a clock, all under control of the control lines and reset/measurement control circuit.
For example, in time interval measurements, the 100MHz reference is the clock. It is enabled in both the E and
T logic circuits by the main gate. It may be disabled by the
main trigger after the beginning of the delayed gate in the
E counter and by the delayed trigger after the end of the
delayed gate in the T counter. Meanwhile, the C counter
To MicroprocessorBus

Interrupt
Request
Measurement
Finished

Fig, 3. 8/ock diagram of the counter chip, one of two custom
lCs in the gated universal counter module.

Irlain
Trigger

Delayed
Trigger

Maln
Gate

Delayed
Gate

100
llHz

Measurement
Counter
Flnlshod
Overtlow3

Fig.4. Thecontrolchip,a customlC, receivesinstructions,
controlsignals,and the 100-MHz
referenceclockand causesfhe counterchip to measurethe appropriate
slgna/sor events.
is counting the main-gate events to determine when the
proper number of measurementshave been averaged.
For a gated frequency measurement, the E logic enables
the main or delayed trigger as a clock for the duration of
the delayed gate.The T logic enablesthe 100-MHz reference
under control of the E synchronizer enable circuit, while
the C counter accumulates the total measurement time.
Frequency and Perlod Measurements
The 19654 uses the reciprocal counting technique to
measure frequency and period. During both of these measurement functions, one of the 31-bit counters accumulates
100-MHz reference oscillator clocks and the input signal
triggers are accumulated in the other 31-bit counter. The
control IC stops the counting on the first input trigger after
the sample time is satisfied. This makes measurementresolution independent of frequency, resulting in a maximum
resolution of one part in 108.The contents of the two counters are read by the microprocessor. Depending on the function selected,one counter is divided into the other and the
result is displayed as frequency or period.
Fig. 5 shows an example of a burst frequency measurement using the gated mode. The upper waveform shows
the actual counting interval. The beginning of the delayed
sweep (i.e., the intensified portion of the lower waveform)
arms the measurementto begin counting on the next trigger
event. The end of the delayed sweep disarms the measurement, stopping the counting on the next trigger event. Measurement data is collected during the gated measurement
interval on each sweep cycle of the oscilloscope. The mea-

surement continues until the cumulative duration of the
gated measurement intervals equals the selected sample
time.
Frequency and period can also be measured with the
19654 in its unarmed and armed modes. The unarmed
mode can be used for conventional asynchronous measurements. The armed mode is used to hold off the beginning

Fig. 5. A gated frequencymeasurement
on a burstis perportion(i.e.,the delayedsweep
formedusingthe intensified
gate)to windowthe measurement.
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How Computer Control of the Oscilloscope Measurement System
Makes Complex Measurements Easy
Runningon HP Series 80 PersonalComputersor HP 9000
Series200 Computers,the HP 19800A/Bor 19801A/B/CWaveJormMeasurementLibraryis a softwarepackagethat can automaticallyset up waveforms,make time-domainmeasurements,
and performwaveformcomparisonsusing the 1980A/BOscilloscope MeasurementSystemand two of its options,the 198604
Digital Waveform Storage and the 1965A Gated Universal
Counter.The library is composed of 48 subprogramsthat can
be configuredwithin a main starter program (included in the
package)to provide measurementcontroland results.
A typical task that the 19654 can perform easily using the
waveformmeasurementlibraryis parametricmeasurementson
criticallyunderdampedwaveforms.The usualdifficultyin setting
up this type of measurementis that of determiningthe 0% and
100o/olevels.Some countersinclude automaticpeak detection
that may passivelyfilter the waveform to detect steady-state
levels. This technique puts limits on the bandwidth and
waveshapeof the waveformsto be measured.
By combining severalsubprogramsfrom the library,steadystate levels (top and base) can be quickly measuredwith the
198604 DigitalWaveformStorage.Trigger levelscan be set to
any desiredpercentlevel.Fig. 1 showsa time intervalmeasurement of the rise time of a peaked waveform.The followingis a
partiallistingof the BASICprogramfor settingthe trigger levels
and 80% and measurinothe rise time.
al 2Oo/o
200 CALLFndpct("M",0,MO,Mr100,MO,Mf100)
210 CALLFndpct("D",0,DrO,Dr100,DO,Df100)
220 CALLPcttrg("M",20,MO,Mrl00)
230 CALLPcttrg("D",80,DO,Dr100)
240 CALLSet65("T","A",0)
250 CALLSetsrc("A","M")
260 CALLSelsrc("8","D")
270 CALLRead65(Rl)
Lines 200 and 210 executethe subprogramFndpcr
(find percent). Fndpct
digitizesthe waveformusing the 198604and finds
the 0% and 100%steady-statetrigger
levels.Automaticcompensationtor trigger hysteresisis included.Lines 220 and 230 exe-

Ffg, 1. A time intervalmeasurcmentof the rise time of a
peakedwaveform.
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Flg.2. Measurementof the pulse width of the seventh pulse
of a train of pulses.
cute the subprogramPcttrg(percenttrigger).Triggerlevelsof the
mainand delayedtriggerscan be set to any percentvaluebased
on the 0% and 100%levelsdeterminedin lines200 and 210. In
this program, main is set to 20% and delayed is set to 80%.
Lines240 to 270 set up the 19654 counterto performthe approoriate rise time measurementand store the resultin Rt.
Anotherdifficultmeasurementtask that this systemcan easily
perform is parametricmeasurementson complex pulse trains.
With the aid of the library,just a few linesof code can be written
to program the system to measureany time parameterof any
particularpulse in a train of pulses.Fig. 2 showsa photo of one
such measurement.The followingis a partiallistingof the BASIC
programthat setsup and measuresthe pulsewidthof the seventh
pulse.
("D",0,DO,Dr100,D10,Df100)
200 CALLFndpc{
1,0;dm3;dd7"
210 OUTPUT@Scope;"dt+
220 CALLPc{trg("D",5O,Dr0,Orl00)
230 CALLSet65('T","U",0)
240 CALL R€ad65(Ret)
250 CALLSetret(Re0
260 OUTPUT@Scope;"dt1,0"
270 CALLPcttrg("D",50,Df0,Dt100)
280 CALLR€ad65(Pw)
This program performstwo time intervalmeasurements.The
first measurementis from the beginningof the main sweep (externallytriggered) to the 50% point on the rising edge of the
seventhpulse.The second measurementis lrom the beginning
of the main sweep to the 50% point on the falling edge of the
seventh pulse. The 1980A/Bhas a feature called digital delay
that causesthe delayedsweep to begin on any specifiedtrigger
event after the beginningof the main sweep. In line 210, dm3is
the HP-IB command calling for the digital delay mode, and dd7
specifiesthe seventhtriggeredevent.Usingthe referencefeature
of the 19654, the answer (Pw in line 280) is computed as the
differenceof the two time intervalmeasurements.
-Johnnie Hancock
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Fig. 6. Ihe two-counter technique for measuring time inter
vals allowsnegative as well aspos,f,veresu/ts. Withaveraging
and random phase modulation of the clock, very small intervals approaching 1Ops can also be measured. By setting
the arm delay time and gate width, a time interval betvveen
specific trigger events can be measured.
of a measurement, perhaps to allow a signal to settle before
it is measured. An example of this is measuring the steadystate frequency of a startable oscillator.

Tlme Interval Measurements
The time interval function measures the time between
two trigger events. Specific trigger events are windowed,
or selected for measurement,by setting the delayed sweep
mode, arm delay, and gate width.
The 1965A uses two counters to measure time intervals.
Both 31-bit counters are started at the beginning of the
1980A/B's main sweep gateand accumulate 1O0-MHzrefey
ence clocks. As shown in Fig. 6, the start trigger event halts
the first counter and the stop trigger event halts the second
counter. The 1980A/B displays the result after the contents
of the counters are subtracted and multiplied by 10 ns. If
the stop trigger event occurs before the start trigger event,
the answer is negative,resulting in a time interval measurement range of -to secondsto +10 seconds.Resolutionin
the time interval mode is increased or decreasedby selecting 1, 102,104,or 106averages.Averagingis performedby
hardware in the conbol and counter ICs, resulting in increasedmeasurement rates compared to averaging in software. During averaging, the reference clock is randomly
phase modulated to prevent coherencebetween the input
signal and the reference clock. The combination of phase
modulation and averaging makes it possible to measure
repetitive time intervals as small as 10 ps.
Fig. 7 shows a gated time interval measurement on a
complex digital waveform. The interval measured is from
the second rising edge to the fifth rising edge. In the gated
mode, time is measured from the first start trigger event
after the beginning of the delayed sweep gate to the first
stop trigger event after the end of the delayed sweep gate.
Thus, unwanted trigger events are ignored by the 19654,
and the measurement is taken only between specified
pulses. In the example of Fig. 7, the third and fourth trigger
events are ignored.

Fig.7. Measuringa time inteNalon a data word demonstralesfhe 7965A'sabilityto delayand measureanywhere
on a waveform.Thetop tracels the count view waveform,
which indicatesthe rneasurement
interval.
When the 19654 is in the armed mode, both the start
trigger event and the stop trigger event are enabled at the
beginning of the delayed sweep gate. Typical applications
include measuring rise time, fall time, pulse width, and
propagation delay. The unarmed mode of tle 1965A's time
interval mode uses only one of the counters in the counter
IC and measuresthe time from the beginning of the main
sweep gate to the beginning of the delayed sweep gate.
With the delayed sweep in triggered or digital delay mode,
the measured time is referenced to the main and delayed
trigger events. This allows a time interval measurement
relative to the first main trigger event on-screen. The unarmed mode can be used with digital delay and reference

FIg. 8. G/ltch detection rs possib/e using the 7965A'seyents
A (gated) function. Theregion tested is indicated by the intensified portion. The resultshould always be an integral number
1n this case ft is 3. lf the result ls nonintegral, rn fhls case
3.125, a glitch occurred.
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offset to perform measurementson complex waveformsin
a two-step process.
Events
For counting trigger occurrenceswhere the time parameter is unimportant, the 1965,4,provides six different event
measurementfunctions: eventsA (gated),eventsA during
B, ratio A/B, totalize A, totalize A*8, and totalize A-8.
During the events function, the two 31-bit counters in
the counter IC are connectedto the 1980A/Btriggerinputs.
The counters accumulate triggers depending on the event
function selected.Totalize A, eventsA (gated),and events
A during B use only one 31-bit counter. The control IC
permits trigger events to be counted as a function of the
start/stop key for totalize A, the delayed sweep gate for
events A (gated),and input B for A during B. Ratio A/B,
totalize A+8, and totalize A-B use both 31-bit counters.
The microprocessorreadsthe contentsof the countersand
adds,subtracts,or divides dependingon the selectedfunction.
An exampleof using the eventsfunction to detectglitches
is shown in Fig. 8. This exampleusesthe eventsA (gated)
mode and counts the number of events of the signal that
occur during the delayed sweep.The results are averaged
and should produce an integer answer. If an intermittent
glitch (not always visible) occurs,the answer will contain
a fractional count. The events A (gated)function and the
other event functions are very useful in analyzing digital
pulse trains.
Automatic Parametric Measurements
The 19654 takes advantageof the 1980A/B'scalibrated
trigger levels and voltage sensitivity to scale and measure
six pulse timing parameters:rise time, fall time, pulse
width, duty cycle, propagationdelay, and phase shift.
The accuracy of these automatic parametric measurements dependson how accuratelythe trigger levels can be
set. The 1965A can set trigger levels with an accuracyof
one percent. This accuracy includes trigger level timing
(hysteresis),trigger level offset, and trigger level nonIinearities. The one-percentlevel of accuracy is obtained
by the 1965A becauseit can expand the waveform and
compensatefor hysteresison trigger levels.
When a parametric measurementis selected,the input
waveform is expandedto approximately'17divisions peakto-peak for maximum trigger resolution. The waveform's
absolutepeaksare then located on both main and delayed
triggers.This is accomplishedby an internal algorithm in
which triggerlevelsare incrementedand decremented.The
counter reading is used to detect when triggering is lost,
with the last trigger level that gave a stablereading being
used as the absolutemaximum or minimum.
To enhance the accuracy of peak detection, the 19654
automaticallycompensatesmeasuredpeaksfor triggerhysteresis.Fig. 9 shows how hysteresiscan affect the trigger
search. While searching for the absolute maximum, the
19654 detectsa loss of triggering when the fire point (the
actualtriggerpoint) is incrementedbeyondthe 100%point.
The trigger level in divisions is recorded as the relative
100%point. Similarly, decrementingthe triggerlevel yields
the absoluteminimum. However, when the 19654,detects
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a loss of triggering, the arm point-not the fire point-is
at the 0% point. The trigger level associatedwith this loss
of trigger is offsetfrom the actual 0% point, and the actual
trigger point or fire point is abovethis level by the amount
of triggerhysteresis.Hysteresisvaluesin divisions aremeasured and stored during the 1965A's front-panel calibration. The 1965A accessesthe appropriatevalue during the
peak searchand compensatesthe 0% point when searching
on a rising slope. If the peak search is performed on a
falling slope (fall-time measurement),the algorithm compensatesthe 100% point.
After the peakshave been determined for the main and
delayedtrigger sources,the selectedautoparameteris measured using time interval techniques in the armed mode
with trigger levels set to 10%, 50%, or 90%.
System Considerations
Additional featuresin the 1965A provide flexibility and
compatibility in a system environment.
r Propagationdelays causedby cabling and probing produce significant measurementerrors.The 1965A'sreferenceoffsetfeatureis very useful in cancelingsystematic
errors, measuring drift, and making measurementson
complex waveforms.
I An extremely noisy measurement environment can
causefalse triggering.To provide extra noise immunity,
the 1980A/B'strigger hysteresiscan be increasedto approximately twice the normal hysteresis.
I An external oscillator input allows synchronizationof
the 1965A time basewith an external 10-MHz reference
standard.
I For time-related measurements,the 1965A's four-year
nonvolatile real-time clock/timer lets the user program
up to 50 sequentialalarm times. These alarms produce
a service request (SRQ)over the HP-IB, a TTL pulse at
the front-panel ttttsR BNC, and/or a key sequenceoperation if the HP 19811A Plot/SequenceROM is installed.
r The 1965A's self-diagnosticsallow the operatorto confirm proper RAM and ROM operation and give the
operator confidencethat the internal hardware is functional.
In systems,software is often as important as hardware.
Successfulsoftware is software that is easy to use. The
1965A's functions and featuresare all programmable.In
addition, the 19B0A/Band the 1965A can operatewith an
HP SeriesB0 PersonalComputer or an HP 9000 Series200
Computerrunning the 19800A/Bor 19801A/B/CWaveform
MeasurementLibrary (see box, page 36). The library inFire Point (Actual Trigger Point)
100% Level

I
Hysteresis

Arm Point

+

t

0ol" Level

Fig.9. Effect of hysteresls on the trigger point

Random Phase Modulation Breaks Coherencefor
High-Resolution Averaging
!,

.:'

For statisticaltime intervalaveragingto be effective,the phase
relationshipof the internalreferenceclock mustbe totallyrandom
relativeto the input signal(s)under measurement,lf this random
phase relationshipdoes not exist,then coherenceis presentand
mustbe broken.One commontechniquefor breakingcoherence
is by phase modulating(i.e.,dithering)ihe counter'sreference
oscillator(Fig.1). The 19654GatedUniversalCounterincorpo-

100 MHz

Fig. 1. Ihe 1965A'sreference oscillatorproduces a 100-MHz
clock by frequency multiplying a 1l-MHz signal from the internal temperature-compensatedcrystal oscillator(TCXO)or
an external source. Phase modulation is added to break
coherence with the signal being counted.
rates phase modulationin a ratherunusualyet simple way.1
The ohase modulatorsection of the oscillatorconsists of a
1O-MHztankcircuit,a varactordiode,and a digitalnoisesource
appliedto an RC timing circultas shown in Fig. 2. The digital
noise source is an 8-pin lC used in electronicorgans.Made by

->

c1

Fig. 3. fhe bottom trace is the digital noise source output,
and the top trace is the virtually random ramp voltage at the
anode of varactor diode D1 in Fig. 2.

c4
30 pF

15pF

c2
R1 50 kO

c3
1000 pF

Flg.2. For a source of random noise, the phase modulatol
section of the 1965A reference oscillator uses an MM5837
pseudorandomsequence generator,a part used in electronic
otgans.
National Semiconductor,this part (MM5837) is an MOS/MSI
psuedorandomsequence generator designed to produce a
broadbandwhitenoisesignalfor audioapplications.
lt produces
an outputthatswitchesbetween0V and - 12V at "random"times,
The outputof the noisesourceis appliedto the Rl-C3 network.
Since the pulse widths of the digital noise are always less than
one RC time constant,the potentialat the anode of the variablecapacitancediode, D1, is a virtuallyrandomrampingof the reverse bias voltageon the diode. The instantaneousvoltage has
an approximatelyGaussiandistribution,becausethe digitalnoise
appliedto Rl is a broadbandwhitenoisesignalthathas a Gaussian distribution
of pulsewidths.Fig. 3 is a photoof the digital
noise and the resultantvirtuallyrandom ramping signal.
The change in capacitance of D1 has a nearly one{o-one
relationship
to the changein its reversebias voltage.Changes
in the capacitanceof D1 detunethe 10-MHztankcircuitslightly,
which resultsin a change of phase.This phase change also has

Flg.4. The phasemodulated 1l-MHz reference signal (top),
an expanded view of one of its leading edges (middle), and
a histogram showing the Gaussiandistributionof the relative
phase shift at the 50% point on the leading edge
an approximately
Gaussiandistribution.
Fig.4 is a photoof the
phase modulated10-MHzreferencesignal.The lowerwaveform
is an expansionof a leading edge, and the digitizedwaveform
superimposedon it shows the relativephase distributionat the
50% pointon the leadingedge.
After the 10-MHzclock has been phase modulated,the frequency of the referenceoscillatorls stepped up to 100 MHz.
The change in phase is also stepped up by a factor of 10, so
thatthe absolutepeak{o-peakphaseshiftof the 100-MHzclock
exceeds 360 degrees relativeto itself,When the peaklo-peak
phase shiftexceeds360 degrees,the Gaussiandistribution
of
phaseoverlapsintothe precedingand succeeding1O-nswin-
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Fig.5. Unmodulated 1O-MHzand 100-MHzslgna/s.
dows,resultingin overlappingdistributions.
Whenthesedistributionsare summed,the resultingdistributionis approximatelyflat,
therebyproducingvirtuallyrandomoccurrencesof clock edges
and allowing measurementof time intervalsas short as 10 ps.
Figs. 5 and 6 show photosof the 10-MHzsignal and the output
100-MHzsignalwith and withoutGaussianphase modulation.

Fig. 6. 10-MHz and 100-MHz signals with random phase
modulation.
Reference
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-Johnnie Hancock

cludes first-day measurementprograms (two work with the
1965,4'),library subprograms (13 are primarily for the
1965A), and program developmentaids. The library combines the setup, operation,and measurementmodesof the
1965A, the 1980A/B, and the 1S860A Digital Waveform
Storagemodule into linkable, BASlC-callablesubprograms.

work on the firmware, and to Lynne Camp, who was responsible for the product design. Don Skarke and George
Blinn contributed to the latch and front-bezel design. The
19654 software library extensions were written by
|onathan P. Mahaffy. Thanks also to Bill Risley and Roy
Wheeler for their early product definition work.
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